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Abstract

In this doctoral thesis, extreme precipitation as simulated by climate models is investigated
by applying state-of-the art statistical extreme value models. The representation of extreme
precipitation in such simulations is evaluated, a statistical post-processing method to
improve climate model simulated precipitation is developed, and the sensitivity of extreme
precipitation to Mediterranean sea surface temperatures (SSTs), as well as the responsible
mechanisms, is investigated.

The impact of atmospheric model resolution on the representation of extreme precipitation
is studied in simulations with the atmosphere general circulation model (AGCM) ECHAM5
at different horizontal (from T213 to T31) and vertical (from L31 to L19) resolutions.
The resolution dependence of daily extreme precipitation is studied globally, i.e. beyond
the limited areas with high-quality gridded observations, by taking the highest resolution
T213 as reference. Resolution affects both the representation of physical processes and the
averaging of precipitation across gridboxes. These effects are disentangled and quantified
by averaging simulated precipitation in the highest resolution to the coarser grids before
computing the return levels. In the convection-dominated tropics and in the extratropics
during summer, a horizontal resolution of at least T106 is required to represent return levels
comparable to those found at the highest resolution (T213). In the mid and high latitudes in
winter, only marginal differences between return levels at the different resolutions are found.
Coarser vertical resolution causes an equatorward shift of maximum extreme precipitation
in the tropics. For mean precipitation, the impact of vertical resolution is less pronounced;
for horizontal resolution it is negligible. These findings provide guidance to modellers in
choosing an appropriate AGCM resolution for studies of extreme precipitation.

To improve the representation of climate model simulated precipitation, including extremes,
a combined statistical bias correction and stochastic downscaling model is developed and
evaluated across different European climates. Precipitation is in most cases improved
by (parts of) our method. The general concept of combining two methods, and thereby
separating bias correction and downscaling into two steps, is a powerful approach as it
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benefits from the respective methodological advantages. The method generally performs
better in summer than in winter, and in winter best in the mild winter climate of the
Mediterranean region and worst for the continental winter climate in mid and eastern
Europe, or Scandinavia. A strength of this two-step approach is that the best combination
of methods can be selected. This implies that the concept can be extended to a wide range
of method combinations.
By employing a sensitivity study with the AGCM ECHAM5, the impact of the recent

increase in Mediterranean SSTs on Central European summer precipitation extremes has
been studied. Higher Mediterranean SSTs of the recent decades amplify the magnitude of
extreme precipitation events associated with cyclones that originate over the Mediterranean
Sea, such as Vb-cyclones. This intensification exceeds the Clausius-Clapeyron scaling. The
responsible physical mechanism is increased evaporation from, and enhanced atmospheric
moisture content over, the Mediterranean Sea. The excess in precipitable water is transported
from the Mediterranean Sea to Central Europe, causing stronger precipitation extremes
over that region. Our atmosphere model sensitivity experiment suggests that the projected
intensification of precipitation related to Vb-cyclones can be attributed to the rise in
Mediterranean SSTs, which are projected to continue throughout the 21st century.



Zusammenfassung

In dieser Doktorarbeit wird von Klimamodellen simulierter Extremniederschlag unter An-
wendung von aktuellen statistischen Extremwertmodellen erforscht. Diese Arbeit beinhaltet
die Evaluation von simuliertem Extremniederschlag in Klimamodellen, die Entwicklung und
Evaluation einer statistischen Nachbearbeitungsmethode zur Verbesserung des simulierten
Niederschlags sowie eine Studie zur Sensitivität von Extremniederschlag und den dafür
verantwortlichen Mechanismen zur Meeresoberflächentemperatur (SST) des Mittelmeeres.

Der Einfluss der Auflösung des Atmosphärenmodells auf simulierten Extremniederschlag
wird in Simulationen unterschiedlicher horizontaler (T213 bis T31) und vertikaler (L31
bis L19) Auflösungen mit dem atmosphärischen Zirkulationsmodell (AGCM) ECHAM5
untersucht. Die Auflösungsabhängigkeit von eintägigen Extremniederschlagsereignissen wird
global analysiert. Dies geht über die limitierten Regionen, in welchen es hoch aufgelöste
gegitterte Beobachtungen gibt, hinaus. Hierzu wird die höchste Auflösung T213 als Ref-
erenz genommen. Die Auflösung wirkt sich sowohl auf die Darstellung physikalischer
Prozesse als auch auf das Mitteln des Niederschlags über Gitterboxen aus. Diese Ef-
fekte werden voneinander getrennt und quantifiziert. Dies geschieht durch das Mitteln
simulierten Niederschlags in der höchsten Auflösung auf gröbere Gitter vor der Berechnung
der Wiederkehrwerte. Um vergleichbare Wiederkehrwerte zur höchsten Auflösung (T213)
zu erhalten, wird für durch Konvektion dominierte Gebiete, wie beispielsweise die Tropen
und in den Sommermonaten auch Gebiete außerhalb der Tropen, eine horizontale Auflösung
von mindestens T106 benötigt. Im Winter wurden in den mittleren und hohen Breiten
nur geringe Unterschiede zwischen den unterschiedlichen Auflösungen festgestellt. Durch
gröbere vertikale Auflösung verschiebt sich das Extremniederschlagsmaximum in den Tropen
äquatorwärts. Der Einfluss vertikaler Auflösung auf den mittleren Niederschlag ist weniger
ausgeprägt; für die horizontale Auflösung ist er vernachlässigbar. Diese Erkenntnisse können
Modelliererinnen und Modellierern helfen, eine geeignete AGCM Auflösung für Studien über
Extremniederschlag auszuwählen.
Um die Darstellung durch Klimamodelle simulierten Niederschlags, einschließlich der
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Extreme, zu verbessern, wird eine Methode entwickelt, die statistische Bias-Korrektur
mit stochastischem “Downscaling” kombiniert, und für unterschiedliche Klimata Europas
evaluiert. Niederschlag wird in den meisten Fällen durch unsere Methode (oder Teile
davon) verbessert. Das generelle Konzept, zwei Methoden zu kombinieren und dabei
Bias-Korrektur und Downscaling in zwei Schritte aufzuteilen, ist ein wirksamer Ansatz, da
er von den jeweiligen methodischen Vorteilen profitiert. Die Methode erbringt grundsätzlich
bessere Ergebnisse für den Sommer als für den Winter und für den Winter die besten
Ergebnisse für mildes Winterklima in der Mittelmeerregion und die schlechtesten für
kontinentales Winterklima in Mittel- und Osteuropa oder Skandinavien. Eine Stärke dieses
Zweischrittansatzes ist, dass die beste Methodenkombination ausgewählt werden kann. Dies
impliziert, dass das Konzept auf eine umfangreiche Bandbreite an Methodenkombinationen
ausgedehnt werden kann.
Mit Hilfe einer Sensitivitätsstudie mit dem AGCM ECHAM5 wird der Einfluss des jüng-

sten SST-Anstiegs der Mittelmeer-SST auf Sommerextremniederschläge in Zentraleuropa
untersucht. Die höheren Mittelmeer-SSTs der letzten Jahrzehnte verstärken Extremnieder-
schlagsereignisse, welche durch Zyklone verursacht werden, die vom Mittelmeer kommen
wie beispielsweise Vb-Zyklone. Diese Intensivierung übersteigt die Clausius-Clapeyron
Skalierung. Der verantwortliche physikalische Mechanismus ist die erhöhte Verdunstung des
Mittelmeers und der damit zusammenhängende gesteigerte atmosphärische Feuchtigkeits-
gehalt darüber. Das zusätzliche ausfällbare Niederschlagswasser wird vom Mittelmeer
nach Zentraleuropa transportiert, wo es stärkere Niederschlagsextreme hervorruft. Unser
Sensitivitätsexperiment mit einem Atmosphärenmodell deutet darauf hin, dass die prognos-
tizierte Intensivierung des mit Vb-Zyklonen verbundenen Niederschlags dem Anstieg der
Mittelmeer-SST zugeschrieben werden kann. Dieser Anstieg wird sich Prognosen zufolge
im Laufe des 21. Jahrhunderts fortsetzen.
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1 Introduction

Extreme precipitation is a major natural hazard which can have severe impacts on society,
including threat to human life, health or ecosystems, and damage to infrastructure, agri-
culture or water management (e.g., Handmer et al., 2012). For example, the beginning
of the 21st century was marked by a number of severe summer floods caused by extreme
precipitation in Central Europe, e.g., Elbe 2002, Oder 2010 and Danube 2013. For instance,
the Elbe flood 2002 caused at least 47 fatalities (IKSE, 2004; Habersack et al., 2005)
and economic losses estimated at around 18 billion Euro, only roughly 3 billion of which
were insured (MunichRe, 2003). It is thus not only of high scientific interest, but also of
great interest to society to understand the mechanisms causing and potentially amplifying
hydrometeorological extremes.
Confidence in projections of extremes is typically weaker than for those of long-term

averages (Seneviratne et al., 2012). Yet, changes in the extremes will most likely have
a much larger impact on society than changes in mean precipitation. Observed (e.g.,
Groisman et al., 2005) and simulated (e.g., Semenov and Bengtsson, 2002; Wehner, 2004;
Emori and Brown, 2005) changes in mean and extreme precipitation are not consistent and
are most often caused by different mechanisms (Allen and Ingram, 2002). Moreover, even
present-day observed patterns of mean and extreme precipitation are not necessarily similar,
as illustrated for the southeastern United States in summer (Fig. 1.1). Apart from the
magnitudes, the patterns show two main differences. First, the summer-mean precipitation
pattern is much smoother than that of the extremes. Second, the main spatial features do
not agree, i.e. high mean precipitation does not necessarily go along with high extremes at
the same location and vice versa, resulting in a low pattern correlation of only 0.45. This
example highlights that the mean is not useful for studying extreme precipitation and any
changes therein. From a statistical perspective, studying extremes is studying the tails of
distributions. Extreme value theory (EVT) is the only statistical discipline describing the
stochastic behavior of rare processes (see Sec. 2.2.1; Coles, 2001).
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Figure 1.1: Observed precipitation patterns. (a) Summer (JJA) mean precipitation (mm d−1), and
(b) 20-summer precipitation return levels (mm d−1) estimated from seasonal maxima by a generalised
extreme value (GEV) distribution (see Sec. 2.2.1 for details). NOAA Climate Prediction Center (CPC)
“U.S. Unified Precipitation” dataset (Higgins et al., 2000) over the time period: 1982 – 2010.

1.1 Recent and projected changes in extreme precipitation

Observations of extreme precipitation show a positive trend in many regions (Alexander
et al., 2006; Donat et al., 2013), even where mean precipitation is unchanged or decreasing
(Groisman et al., 2005). Consistent with these observations, several climate model studies
project higher increases in annual extreme precipitation than in annual mean precipitation
(e.g., Semenov and Bengtsson, 2002; Wehner, 2004; Emori and Brown, 2005; Kharin and
Zwiers, 2005; Kharin et al., 2007). In some regions, extreme precipitation is projected to
increase even though mean precipitation is expected to decrease, such as over Central Europe
in summer (Christensen and Christensen, 2003; Maraun, 2013). However, observations show
no clear trend in the intensity of summertime heavy rainfall in Central Europe (Moberg and
Jones, 2005; Zolina et al., 2008, 2009).

Precipitation extremes are expected to change in accordance with thermodynamic changes
in a warming climate (Trenberth, 1999; Allen and Ingram, 2002; Emori and Brown, 2005).
Saturation vapour pressure scales with temperature following the Clausius-Clapeyron (CC)
relation, at approximately 7% per degree of warming (Trenberth et al., 2007). Measured
changes over the 20th century roughly confirm this rate, though more closely over the
oceans (5.7%) than over land (4.3%) (Dai, 2006). For instance, over land drying soil
moisture at high air temperatures constrains evaporation (Ye and Fetzer, 2009). Over the
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oceans, precipitable water variability relates strongly to changes in SSTs (Trenberth et al.,
2005). Whether this additional moisture available due to higher SSTs amplifies precipitation
over land depends on whether the circulation pattern favors the transport of this moisture
into the respective region. Mean precipitation does not scale with temperature at the
CC-rate as it is also constrained by the availability of energy to radiate away latent heat
released by precipitation. The heaviest precipitation events, however, are likely to occur
when all precipitable water precipitates at once (Trenberth, 1999; Allen and Ingram, 2002).
Intensities of subdaily convective extremes have even been found to exceed the CC-scaling
(Lenderink and van Meijgaard, 2008; Berg et al., 2013).

1.2 Scales of extreme precipitation

Precipitation is highly variable in both space and time, particularly its extremes. Higher
spatial variability of the extremes than for the mean is illustrated by the patterns in Fig. 1.1.
Extreme precipitation may be caused by different phenomena, happening on different
spatial and temporal scales. Characteristic spatial and temporal scales of atmospheric
phenomena, and the scales that state-of-the-art AGCMs and regional climate models
(RCMs) typically resolve, are illustrated in Fig. 1.2. Extreme precipitation caused by
synoptic-scale phenomena, such as extratropical cyclones, is rather well represented in
state-of-the-art AGCMs, while mesoscale convective extremes may be underrepresented
(Cavanaugh and Gershunov, 2015). Convection is at least partly parameterised in AGCMs
and also in most RCMs. Parameterisations replace processes that are too small-scale
or complex to be physically represented in the general circulation model (GCM) with a
simplified scheme which is driven by the large-scale conditions and feeds back the effects
of the parameterised process onto the large-scale budget of, e.g., energy or moisture. For
convective parameterisations, a mass flux approach is usually employed, which represents
the cloud ensemble as a one-dimensional bulk model (e.g., Yanai et al., 1972; Tiedtke,
1989).

In addition to unresolved physical processes at coarse resolutions and inferior represen-
tation of, e.g., orography, modelled precipitation is also affected by its treatment as a
gridbox average (e.g., Osborn and Hulme, 1997; Chen and Knutson, 2008; Cavanaugh and
Gershunov, 2015). This “averaging effect” yields smoothing of local scale extremes and
the underrepresentation of small-scale variability. For instance, the exact location, size or
intensity of a thunderstorm is not represented by the gridbox average precipitation value.
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Figure 1.2: Characteristic scales of atmospheric phenomena and climate models. Resolution
of climate projections by state-of-the-art global and regional climate models (RCMs) is indicated.
Note that higher resolution is possible but due to limited computational capacity only employed for
short-term climate simulations.

In addition to the averaging effect, systematic local effects (e.g., whether a rain gauge is
positioned on the lee or windward side of a mountain) are also part of the representativeness
problem between grid and point scale (Zwiers et al., 2013). This scale gap is illustrated
by gridded and station precipitation observations in Fig. 1.3 for different weather stations
across Europe in winter (December-January: DJF) and summer (June-August: JJA). At
all locations, and in both seasons, the point-scale variability is not fully explained by the
grid-scale (<90%). The fraction of point-scale variance explained by the grid-scale is higher
in winter (Fig. 1.3a; European mean: 70%) than in summer (Fig. 1.3b; European mean:
59%). This results from the different main mechanisms responsible for precipitation in
the respective seasons: synoptic-scale systems in winter and subgrid-scale convection in
summer.
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Figure 1.3: Scale gap between observed gridded and point scale precipitation intensities.
Explained variance (spearman-rank correlation coefficient) of station observations (from ECA&D,
Klein Tank et al., 2002) by the closest gridbox in gridded observations (E-OBS version 10, 0.44◦

resolution, Haylock et al., 2008). Precipitation intensities on wet days in E-OBS (>0.1 mm) for the
time period 1979 – 2008 in (a) winter (DJF) and (b) summer (JJA).

1.3 Extreme precipitation in climate models

Much of our knowledge about future changes in extremes is based on transient global
climate simulations that employ GCMs, which are often regionally downscaled by RCMs.
The reliability of these projections inherently depends on how well models simulate the
relevant processes for precipitation, and particularly for extremes. To accurately represent
extreme precipitation, models must correctly simulate atmospheric humidity as well as a
number of relevant processes, such as evapotranspiration, condensation, and transport
processes (Randall et al., 2007). There is confidence that climate models provide credible
quantitative estimates of future climate change, particularly at larger scales, because of
their physical basis and the ability of models to reproduce the observed climate and past
climate changes (Flato et al., 2013). However, confidence in the thermodynamic aspects
of climate change is higher than for dynamic changes (Shepherd, 2014). The simulation
of precipitation is generally more complex than that of, e. g., temperature as it depends
heavily on processes that need to be parameterised in current climate models (Flato et al.,
2013).

GCMs, as well as, RCMs have biases (e.g., Flato et al., 2013; Kotlarski et al., 2014) and
use resolutions which are much coarser than typical spatial scales of extreme precipitation
(see Sec. 1.2). For adaptation strategies, however, high quality projections on the point scale
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are often demanded. Therefore, several, mostly deterministic, statistical post-processing
methods to correct biases have been developed and are widely applied (Maraun et al.,
2010). Especially for extremes, it is not only important that mean precipitation is correctly
represented, but also the variability on different spatial and temporal scales. Hence, the
entire distribution and not only the mean must be corrected. Moreover, a considerable
portion of subgrid variability is random for precipitation, e.g. the exact location, size or
intensity of a thunderstorm. To bridge the scale gap between simulated gridbox averages
and the point scale, stochastic methods, which add random small-scale variability, are
required (Maraun, 2013).

1.4 Objectives and outline

The objectives of my thesis are outlined in this section. My thesis is based on the
analysis of precipitation extremes in numerical model simulations by employing state-of-
the-art statistical extreme value models which are summarized and introduced in chapter 2.
Chapter 3 gives an overview of the main results from the thesis. In chapter 4 the conclusions
and an outlook for possible future research are given. Chapter 5 contains the publications.

1.4.1 Representation of extreme precipitation in climate models

The key to any future projection of extreme precipitation is its reliable representation in
state-of-the-art GCMs. Therefore, it should be assessed how well extreme precipitation
is represented in present-day simulations of these GCMs. If a GCM fails to reproduce
present-day distributions its climate change signal cannot be trusted. Previous studies have
investigated the simulation of extreme precipitation in different horizontal resolution models
by comparing with gridded observational datasets, though only in the limited regions where
such datasets are available (Wehner et al., 2010; Kopparla et al., 2013). A global study
with realistic topography is still lacking though. Furthermore, a breakthrough resolution,
at which the representation of extreme precipitation is considerably improved compared
to the next coarser resolution, has not yet been identified as Wehner et al. (2010) and
Kopparla et al. (2013) only intercompared three very different resolutions. While the impact
of vertical resolution on mean precipitation has been studied (Hagemann et al., 2006), there
is no study investigating the impact of vertical resolution on extreme precipitation. Finally,
it is widely acknowledged that extreme precipitation from different sources should only be
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intercompared after all data have been averaged to the lowest considered resolution (Chen
and Knutson, 2008). Yet, the contribution of this pure grid-spacing effect (“averaging
effect”) has not been quantified.

In Volosciuk et al. (2015), extreme precipitation simulated at six horizontal and two vertical
resolutions of the same AGCM is intercompared, to provide guidance for modelling studies
focussing on extremes. As high resolution GCM studies are computationally expensive,
regional and seasonal differences in resolution requirement are studied in order to optimize
the choice for the appropriate resolution depending on the goal of the study. The averaging
effect is thereby disentangled from the effect of poorly resolved physical processes and their
feedback to larger scales (“scale interaction effect”). This allows not only the comparison
of extreme precipitation on the same spatial scale as recommended by Chen and Knutson
(2008), but also the quantification of the averaging and scale interaction effects.

1.4.2 Improving simulated precipitation through statistical post-processing

For impact modelling, infrastructure design or adaptation strategy planning, high quality
climate data on the point scale are often demanded. This is particularly challenging for
precipitation extremes that are characterised by a high level of small-scale variability. Due
to the scale gap between gridbox and point scale and biases in GCMs/RCMs, statistical
post-processing is often applied to GCM/RCM-simulated projections (Maraun et al., 2010).
In order to get the best possible projections, improving these methods is the subject of
ongoing research.
A widely applied approach to post-process simulated precipitation is quantile mapping

(Piani et al., 2009). While this is a reasonable approach to correct biases, it cannot add
random small-scale variability (Maraun, 2013). Wong et al. (2014) developed a model to
jointly bias correct and downscale precipitation at daily scales. However, this approach
relies on pairwise correspondence between predictor and predictand for calibration, which
is only provided by nudged GCM/RCM-simulations, and is not able to post-process GCM
biases (Eden et al., 2014).
An extension of the approach by Wong et al. (2014), which combines a statistical bias

correction with a stochastic downscaling method and thereby separates downscaling from
bias correction, is presented in Volosciuk et al. (2016b). The combined model is applied
separately for each season to 86 weather stations across Europe, allowing for an evaluation
of model performance in different climatic regions.
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1.4.3 Understanding mechanisms by which extreme precipitation events may be
amplified

In a changing climate, the physical mechanisms responsible for regional precipitation
extremes may also change (e.g., Seneviratne et al., 2012). To infer how extremes might look
like in a future climate, it is crucial to understand which mechanisms cause specific extremes,
the factors influencing these mechanisms, and potential changes therein. Due to the (by
definition) rareness of extreme events, observational records are often too short to identify
changes in extremes and the mechanisms causing extremes. Furthermore, observations
contain all signals and mechanisms that are present in the atmosphere. Even with composite
analyses, it is not possible to disentangle and quantify the contribution of single effects on
the climate system, as other effects always overlie and interact. The same problem also
applies for transient climate change simulations, although they are in principle long enough
to study changes in extremes. Increasing greenhouse gases affect multiple components of
the climate system, all of which interact with each other. Thus, climate model sensitivity
studies are a useful tool to understand extreme events, their driving mechanisms, and the
impact of climatological changes on these mechanisms.
As a hotspot of global warming (Giorgi, 2006), the Mediterranean Sea featured a

stronger SST increase than the global oceans, especially in JJA (Rayner, 2003). Higher
Mediterranean SSTs will in turn lead to enhanced evaporation and atmospheric moisture
transport (Tomassini and Elizalde, 2012), with potential impacts on Central European
precipitation. Horizontal moisture transport over Europe in summer is generally minimal,
and moisture variations are dominated by local convective processes (Zveryaev et al., 2007).
However, synoptic circulation patterns such as so-called Vb-cyclones can transport large
quantities of moisture from the Mediterranean Sea to Central Europe (James et al., 2004;
Stohl and James, 2005), causing extreme precipitation (van Bebber, 1891; Ulbrich et al.,
2003; Nissen et al., 2013). Vb-cyclones are extratropical storms that develop over the
Mediterranean Sea and travel northeastward around the Alps to Central Europe. No trend
in the number of Vb-cyclones has been observed to date (Hofstätter and Chimani, 2012),
and climate models even project a slight decrease (Kundzewicz et al., 2005; Nissen et al.,
2013). Nevertheless, the amount of precipitation associated with Vb-cyclones is projected
to increase (Kundzewicz et al., 2005; Nissen et al., 2013), raising the question of where the
additional precipitable water originates.
In Volosciuk et al. (2016a), the impact of increased Mediterranean SSTs on extreme
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precipitation in Central Europe is analysed. To this end, simulations from an AGCM-
sensitivity experiment are compared. These simulations differ only in SST-forcing over the
Mediterranean and Black Seas. This allows the impact of Mediterranean Sea warming to
be isolated from all other changes in the background climate.





2 Theory and Methods

In my thesis I analyse extreme precipitation in numerical climate model simulations (Sec. 2.1).
I employ state-of-the-art statistical extreme value models, introduced in Sec. 2.2. Extrat-
ropical cyclones as one mechanism causing extreme precipitation are identified and tracked
in the numerical model simulations, as explained in Sec. 2.3.

2.1 Numerical model simulations

Climate models employ AGCMs that are a mathematical representation of physical laws
based on energy, mass and momentum conservation. Numerical methods are required
to discretise these equations for a chosen grid spacing (model resolution) and time step.
These numerical models require high-performance supercomputers, and computational
expense increases as model resolution becomes finer. The consequent reality of finite
model resolution implies that certain processes cannot be resolved (e.g., convection; see
also Sec. 1.2), and must thus be represented through parameterisations. For instance, the
simulation of precipitation depends heavily on parameterised processes (Flato et al., 2013).
For climate projections, AGCMs are usually one part of an Earth system model (ESM)
and are coupled to a variety of other models (e.g., ocean & sea ice, land surface, aerosols,
carbon cycle, dynamic vegetation, atmospheric chemistry, land ice). The complexity of
ESMs has increased with each phase of the coupled model intercomparison project (CMIP),
which forms the basis for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)-reports
(Cubasch et al., 2013). Running an uncoupled AGCM with prescribed boundary conditions
allows the atmospheric response to different boundary conditions to be studied and, thus,
the effects of individual variables (and changes therein) on the atmosphere to be isolated.
The AGCM ECHAM5 (Roeckner et al., 2003) is here used to study the impact of both
AGCM resolution (Volosciuk et al., 2015) and Mediterranean SSTs (Volosciuk et al., 2016a)
on precipitation extremes.
Regional climate models (RCMs) cover a limited-area domain, and can thus be run

11
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at higher resolution than a global simulation, which implies a more accurate simulation
of processes at finer scales. They can be used to dynamically downscale global climate
simulations or reanalyses (Rummukainen, 2010). RCM-simulated precipitation is statistically
bias corrected and downscaled in Volosciuk et al. (2016b).
Details of all simulations analysed in this thesis are summarised in Tab. 2.1.



Table 2.1: Numerical climate model simulations analysed in this thesis. The RCM RACMO2 (van Meijgaard et al., 2012) has been
developed by the KNMI, Netherlands. The analysed simulation was provided within the EURO-CORDEX framework (Jacob et al., 2013).
The AGCM ECHAM5 (Roeckner et al., 2003) has been developed by the Max-Planck-Institute for Meteorology, Germany. The analysed
ECHAM5-simulations were performed by V.A. Semenov and W. Tseng. Spectral horizontal resolutions and their corresponding Gaussian
gridbox sizes are provided. Vertical resolution is given as the number of vertical levels.

Simulation Model Resolution Forcing Analysed in
Horizontal Vertical SST SIC

Evaluation RCM: RACMO2 0.44◦ L40 ERA-Interim (Dee et al., 2011) ERA-Interim Volosciuk et al. (2016b)

Present-day (1982–2010) AGCM: ECHAM5 T213 (0.56◦) L31 OISST (Reynolds et al., 2007) NCEP (Grumbine, 1996) Volosciuk et al. (2015)
Present-day (1982–2010) AGCM: ECHAM5 T159 (0.75◦) L31 OISST (Reynolds et al., 2007) NCEP (Grumbine, 1996) Volosciuk et al. (2015)
Present-day (1982–2010) AGCM: ECHAM5 T106 (1.13◦) L31 OISST (Reynolds et al., 2007) NCEP (Grumbine, 1996) Volosciuk et al. (2015)
Present-day (1982–2010) AGCM: ECHAM5 T63 (1.88◦) L31/L19 OISST (Reynolds et al., 2007) NCEP (Grumbine, 1996) Volosciuk et al. (2015)
Present-day (1982–2010) AGCM: ECHAM5 T42 (2.81◦) L31/L19 OISST (Reynolds et al., 2007) NCEP (Grumbine, 1996) Volosciuk et al. (2015)
Present-day (1982–2010) AGCM: ECHAM5 T31 (3.75◦) L19 OISST (Reynolds et al., 2007) NCEP (Grumbine, 1996) Volosciuk et al. (2015)

Climatological (40 yrs) Forcing: Climatological HadISST (Rayner, 2003)
Control AGCM: ECHAM5 T159 L31 global: 1970–1999 global: 1970–1999 Volosciuk et al. (2016a)

Mediterranean: 2000–2012Medwarm AGCM: ECHAM5 T159 L31
other oceans: 1970–1999

global: 1970–1999 Volosciuk et al. (2016a)

Globwarm AGCM: ECHAM5 T159 L31 global: 2000–2012 global: 2000–2012 Volosciuk et al. (2016a)
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2.2 Statistical methods

The gamma distribution is commonly used to model precipitation intensities (Katz, 1977).
While the bulk of precipitation is generally well represented (Fig. 2.1a), the tail of the
gamma distribution is usually too light to capture high and extreme rainfall intensities
(Fig. 2.1b; e.g., Vrac and Naveau 2007; Maraun et al. 2010). The gamma distribution
is used to statistically downscale precipitation intensities in Volosciuk et al. (2016b). To
model extreme precipitation, EVT (Coles, 2001) is typically required (Fig. 2.1b), which is
introduced in the following and applied in all parts of my thesis (Volosciuk et al., 2015,
2016a,b).
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Figure 2.1: Distribution of precipitation intensities. Daily observed summer (JJA) precipitation
intensities of wet days (>0.1 mm) in Paris, France (data from ECA&D). Histogram of empirical
precipitation distribution. Blue line: Probability density of gamma distribution, red line: Probability
density of generalised Pareto (GP) distribution (see Sec. 2.2.1). (a) Distribution of all intensities, (b)
zoom into the tail for heavy precipitation intensities (>15 mm). The GP-distribution is heavy tailed
with a ξ of 0.38. The GP-distribution was scaled to match the scale of the full distribution.
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2.2.1 Extreme value theory (EVT)

Generalised extreme value distribution

The block maxima approach focuses on the behaviour of

Mn = max {X1,...,Xn}

where X1, . . . ,Xn is a sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables
having a common distribution function F . Mn represents the maximum of a process over
n time units. If n is the number of observations in a season, then Mn corresponds to
the seasonal maximum. n must be large enough to make sure that the block maxima are
independent events (Coles, 2001). Mn converges for large n – in case a limiting distribution
exists – to the generalised extreme value (GEV) family of distributions (Fisher and Tippett,
1928; Gnedenko, 1943; Coles, 2001):

G(z) = exp
{
−
[
1 + ξ

(
z − µ
σ

)]−1/ξ
}

(2.1)

with the location parameter µ, the scale parameter σ and the shape parameter ξ. The
assymetry and, hence, the tail of the distribution is determined by ξ as follows (see Fig. 2.2;
Coles, 2001):

• Extreme Value Type I: Gumbel ξ → 0: infinite smooth tail

• Extreme Value Type II: Fréchet ξ > 0: infinite heavy tail

• Extreme Value Type III: Weibull ξ < 0: bounded tail

The independence assumption of the Fisher-Tippet theorem can be relaxed to a wide class
of stationary, but not necessarily independent, processes (Coles, 2001; Rust, 2009; Faranda
et al., 2011, 2013).

Since the parameters of the GEV distribution are not estimated independently, quantiles
of the GEV distribution are compared in this thesis, i.e., return levels. The return level
zp associated with the return period 1/p is G(zp) = 1 − p (Coles, 2001). Letting the
block length be one season, the value zp is expected to be exceeded on average once in
1/p seasons, i.e. zp is exceeded by the seasonal maximum in any particular season with
probability p (Coles, 2001). The GEV distribution is applied in Volosciuk et al. (2015).
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Figure 2.2: GEV distribution for different shape-parameters (ξ). Probability density for a GEV-
distribution with µ = 10, σ = 5 and varying ξ: (black) Gumbel-type ξ = 0, (blue) Fréchet-type ξ = 0.3
and (red) Weibull-type ξ = −0.3. Dashed lines indicate the 20 season return level z(p) that is exceeded
on average every 20th season for each extreme value type. In any season the exceedence probability p
is 1/20.

Generalised Pareto distribution

As modelling only block maxima is a wasteful approach if other data on extremes are
available, better use of the data can be made by considering those events Xi that exceed
some high threshold u (Coles, 2001). For large enough u, the distribution function of
(X − u), conditional on X > u, is the generalised Pareto (GP) family of distributions (see
Fig. 2.1b for an example).

H(y) = 1−
(

1 + ξy

σ̃

)−1/ξ
(2.2)

defined on y : y > 0 and (1 + ξy/σ̃) > 0, where

σ̃ = σ + ξ(u− µ) (2.3)
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If block maxima have the approximating distribution G, then threshold excesses have
a corresponding approximate distribution H. The parameters of the GP distribution of
threshold excesses are uniquely determined by those of the associated GEV distribution of
block maxima (Coles, 2001). The GP distribution is applied in Volosciuk et al. (2016a) and
Volosciuk et al. (2016b).

Mixture model

The entire precipitation distribution, including extreme tails, can be modelled by employing
the mixture distribution of Vrac and Naveau (2007) which consists of a gamma distribution
for the precipitation mass and a GP distribution for the extreme tail. This model is a variant
of Frigessi et al. (2002). The distribution lθ(x) of observed precipitation x is modelled as

lθ(x) = c(θ) ({[1− wm,τ (x)] fλ,γ(x)}+ [wm,τ (x)gξ,σ(x)]) ,

θ = (λ,γ,ξ,σ,m,τ), (2.4)

where fλ,γ is the probability density function (pdf) of the gamma distribution with the rate
parameter λ and the shape parameter γ, and gξ,σ is the pdf of the GP distribution. The
function wm,τ is a weight function that determines the transition between the gamma and
GP pdfs as

wm,τ (x) = 1
2 + 1

π
arctan

(
x−m
τ

)
, m,τ > 0, (2.5)

with the location parameter m denoting the location of the centre of this transition and the
transition rate τ influencing the rapidity of the transition between the two distributions. To
finally obtain the mixture pdf, the mixture function (Eq. 2.4) must be normalised, which is
carried out here by multiplying the mixture function by a constant c(θ). In the mixture pdf
(Eq. 2.4), the threshold u in the GP distribution (Eq. 2.2) is set to zero, as the location
parameter m of the weight function (Eq. 2.5) fulfills the purpose of a threshold in Eq. 2.4.
Moreover, setting the threshold to zero and applying a weight function instead also solves
the problem of threshold selection with unsupervised estimation and avoids discontinuity in
the mixture pdf lθ(x) (Eq. 2.4, Vrac and Naveau, 2007). The mixture model is applied for
parametric statistical bias correction of precipitation intensities in Volosciuk et al. (2016b).
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2.3 Extratropical cyclone tracking

Extreme precipitation is often associated with extratropical cyclones (Pfahl and Wernli,
2012). Several numerical tracking algorithms have been developed for the purpose of
analysing cyclones in GCM simulations and reanalyses. These algorithms are based on
meteorological parameters such as mean sea level pressure (MSLP), vorticity or geopotential
height (Neu et al., 2013). Here I apply the algorithm of Zolina and Gulev (2002) and
Rudeva and Gulev (2007) to six-hourly MSLP. The algorithm has been extensively tested
within the tracking methodologies intercomparison project IMILAST (Neu et al., 2013).
The identified cyclone tracks are post-processed, which includes filtering out cyclones with
a lifespan shorter than one day and those reaching an SLP minimum over elevated terrain
(>1,500 m). To effectively map cyclone numbers and frequencies, 6-hourly trajectories
were interpolated linearly to 10-min time steps. This process eliminates underestimation of
the number of cyclones and random errors in cyclone frequencies as, for instance, a cyclone
that skips several gridboxes within 6 hours would not be counted for the skipped gridboxes
without this interpolation procedure (Zolina and Gulev, 2002). As an example for cyclones
identified by this algorithm the winter-storm track over the Atlantic (from reanalysis) is
shown (Fig. 2.3).
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Figure 2.3: Atlantic storm track in winter. Mean DJF cyclone track densities (cyclones per winter)
in ERA-Interim (Dee et al., 2011). Cyclone tracks identified by the algorithm of the P.P. Shirshov
institute (Zolina and Gulev, 2002; Rudeva and Gulev, 2007; Tilinina et al., 2013). Counts of cyclone
centres that pass within 500 km of a grid point.
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In this chapter the main results of my thesis are summarised. The representation of extreme
precipitation is compared for different spatial resolutions of an AGCM in Sec. 3.1 (Volosciuk
et al., 2015). In Sec. 3.2 a combined statistical bias correction & stochastic downscaling
method for climate model simulated precipitation and its evaluation are introduced (Volosciuk
et al., 2016b). Results from an AGCM sensitivity study to understand the impact of a
warmer Mediterranean Sea on Central European summer extreme precipitation are shown
in Sec. 3.3 (Volosciuk et al., 2016a).

3.1 Spatial AGCM resolution

To identify a breakthrough resolution where the representation of extreme precipitation
in AGCMs considerably improves, I compare a set of six different resolution simulations
(Volosciuk et al., 2015). It is known that the representation of extreme precipitation is
improved when higher horizontal resolution is employed (Wehner et al., 2010; Kopparla
et al., 2013), whereas mean precipitation has been found to not be strongly dependent on
horizontal resolution (e.g., Hagemann et al., 2006; Kopparla et al., 2013). In Volosciuk
et al. (2015), a relatively wide spectrum comprising six different horizontal resolutions is
studied, allowing a breakthrough resolution to be identified, which had previously been
lacking from the literature. Wehner et al. (2010) and Kopparla et al. (2013), for example,
only considered three very different horizontal resolutions. The resolution dependence of
daily extreme precipitation is studied globally, beyond the restriction to high quality gridded
datasets (in contrast to Wehner et al., 2010; Kopparla et al., 2013), by taking the highest
resolution T213 as reference. Although this reference is still a model simulation using
parameterised convection, an evaluation with available observational datasets has shown
that global mean precipitation, as well as many features of regional extreme precipitation,
is generally well represented (Volosciuk et al., 2015).
Two effects that contribute to the overall “resolution effect” on the representation of
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extreme precipitation are disentangled and quantified (Volosciuk et al., 2015). Firstly,
the coarser the grid, the more localized precipitation extremes are smoothed out. This
“averaging effect” results from the fact that GCM-simulated precipitation represents gridbox
averages. Chen and Knutson (2008) thus advise that extreme precipitation within different
model resolutions be compared only after all data have been averaged to the lowest
considered model resolution. While it is widely acknowledged that the averaging effect
should be accounted for, its relative contribution to the overall resolution effect has not been
quantified before. The second effect of coarser horizontal resolution is reduced precision
in the simulation of various features, especially feedbacks from smaller to larger scales.
This “scale interaction effect” affects resolved as well as subgrid scales represented by
parameterisations.

In order to isolate the effect of changed vertical resolution on simulated extreme precipi-
tation, simulations that differ only in their vertical resolution are compared (Volosciuk et al.,
2015). Higher vertical resolution has been found to improve the representation of several
physical processes, particularly for the hydrological cycle (Hagemann et al., 2006). Yet, the
impact of vertical resolution on extreme precipitation has not been studied previously.

To illustrate the main differences between all studied resolutions, Fig. 3.1 provides zonal
means of the 20-season return level (RL20S; a, b) and mean precipitation (c, d). Note that
in these plots the averaging and scale interaction effects are not separated, differences are
thus due to their combined effects.
The main findings on extreme precipitation in different spatial AGCM-resolutions are:

• The scale interaction effect is strongest in the summer hemisphere; for extreme
precipitation associated with the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ), the reduction
of RL20S from T213 to T31 amounts to around 65%. Towards mid to high latitudes,
the scale interaction effect reduces RL20S by approximately 20% and vanishes towards
the poles. The averaging effect reduces the RL20S by almost 30% from T213 to T31
in the belt of tropical summer extreme precipitation associated with the ITCZ.

• The minimum required horizontal resolution to realistically represent RL20S depends
on the underlying process(es). Especially in the convection-dominated tropics, but also
in the extratropics during summer, at least T106 is required to represent comparable
return values to those found at the highest resolution (T213). The most noticable
differences are between T106 and T63, which points towards T106 as a breakthrough
resolution for the representation of extreme precipitation in global AGCM simulations.
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Apart from the decrease in magnitude, the structure is also less well represented
in T63 and lower resolutions (Fig. 3.1a, b). Over parts of the winter hemisphere,
only marginal changes due to the averaging effect were found; over some parts
extreme precipitation is even insensitive to changes in resolution when compared at
the respective original resolutions (Fig. 3.1a, b).

• Higher vertical resolution (solid lines in Fig. 3.1) is crucial for the representation of
extreme precipitation; coarser vertical resolution (dashed lines in Fig. 3.1) does not
only decrease the extremes, but also even yields an equatorward shift of maximum
extreme precipitation (vertical lines in Fig. 3.1a, b). However, for mid and high
latitude winter, extreme precipitation at coarser vertical resolution is comparable to
that at the highest resolution.

• Extreme precipitation (Fig. 3.1a, b) shows a completely different scale dependence
than mean precipitation (Fig. 3.1c, d). The impact of horizontal resolution is negligible
for mean precipitation, whereas higher vertical resolution is still meaningful, though
the effect is less pronounced than for the extremes (Fig. 3.1c, d).
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Figure 3.1: Zonal means of extreme and mean precipitation at different resolutions. Zonal
means (left) DJF and (right) JJA of (a, b) 20-season return levels (RL20S) (after Fig. 6 in Volosciuk
et al., 2015) and (c, d) daily mean precipitation totals (Fig. 8 in Volosciuk et al., 2015) in different
horizontal (solid lines) and vertical (dashed lines) resolutions. For RL20S gridboxes whose seasonal
maxima time series contain more than one zero value in at least one resolution are excluded in all
resolutions.
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3.2 Bias correction and downscaling

In Volosciuk et al. (2016b), an approach is presented in which a statistical bias correction and
a stochastic downscaling method, and thereby their respective advantages, are combined.
This approach aims to overcome the mismatch between GCM/RCM-simulated precipitation
and observations, which is due to both systematic biases (e.g., Flato et al., 2013; Kotlarski
et al., 2014) and representativeness issues between gridbox and point values (Zwiers et al.,
2013). While typical deterministic statistical bias correction approaches such as quantile
mapping (QM; Piani et al., 2009) may correct systematic biases, they cannot add random
small-scale variability that is not explained by the gridbox, e.g. the exact location, size or
intensity of a thunderstorm (Maraun, 2013). Standard downscaling approaches in turn have
a limited ability to correct systematic biases. Wong et al. (2014) suggested an approach
to jointly correct biases and downscale precipitation. Yet, this model requires temporal
correspondence for calibration and therefore relies on nudged GCM/RCM-simulations (Eden
et al., 2014), which are rarely available.
The extension of the Wong et al. (2014) approach beyond nudged simulations, that

is presented in Volosciuk et al. (2016b), can in principle also be applied to free running
GCM/RCM simulations (Volosciuk et al., 2016b). Bias correction is separated from
downscaling by inserting a gridded observational dataset as reference between these two
steps. In the first step, a parametric QM-approach (Piani et al., 2009) is applied to
eliminate systematic RCM-biases. The correction function is derived from present-day
climate between RCM and gridded observations on the same spatial scale, and then applied
to future climate simulations. Specifically, the mixture distribution (Vrac and Naveau, 2007,
see Sec. 2.2.1) is employed to correct the entire precipitation distribution, including the
extremes. A stochastic regression model is employed in the second step to overcome the
representativeness problems. This regression model is calibrated between gridded and point
scale observations and then applied to the corrected grid-scale time series of the future
climate simulation. The specific regression model here consists of a logistic regression
for wet day probabilities and a vector generalised linear model (VGLM) predicting the
parameters of a gamma probability distribution for precipitation intensities. For a detailed
description of the combined model, refer to Volosciuk et al. (2016b).

Ideal performance of the combined model is illustrated in the example quantile-quantile
(QQ)-Plot of Malaga in DJF (Fig. 3.2a). RCM-simulated precipitation (black triangles)
strongly underestimates precipitation as observed by the rain gauge. This “total error”
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includes the RCM-bias and the scale gap between gridded and point scale. Downscaling
RCM-simulated precipitation (brown triangles) considerably improves the representation
of precipitation; a dry bias remains however. This illustrates the portion of the total error
that is due to the RCM-bias, and thus motivates the bias correction step of our combined
method. This bias correction step improves the representation of precipitation (blue circles).
The remaining mismatch is due to the scale gap, as downscaling the bias corrected time
series (red circles) results in a very good match of the observed quantiles.
Predictor selection (i.e. QM or RCM) ensures that the best predictor is chosen for

downscaling, which might also be the uncorrected RCM as illustrated by the example of
San Sebastian in DJF (Fig. 3.2b). In this example, downscaling the bias corrected (QM)
time series results in overestimated precipitation, particularly for the extremes. Yet, the
downscaled RCM yields a good match to the observations. Thus, a strength of this two-step
method is that the best combination of methods can be selected. This further implies that
the concept can in principle also be extended to a wide range of method combinations.
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Figure 3.2: Examples illustrating performance of the combined bias correction and downscaling
model. QQ-Plots (cross-validated) for example stations of different models against station observations
in DJF (mm d−1). The modelled quantiles (i.e., sorted time series) are plotted against the observed
quantiles. For a “perfect” model the points would lie on the main diagonal (dashed grey line). For the
VGLM the quantiles of the 100 realisations are averaged. (a) Malaga, (b) San Sebastian (Fig. 12 in
Volosciuk et al., 2016b).

To evaluate the combined model, the perfect predictor experimental setup of the VALUE-
framework (Maraun et al., 2015) is adopted. I applied the model to 86 stations across
Europe, representative of different climates, and performed a five-fold cross-validation over
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the 1979-2008 period. The evaluation of this combined method yields the following main
results:

• Precipitation is in most cases improved by (parts of) our method across different
European climates. The general concept of combining two methods and thereby
separating bias correction and downscaling into two steps is a powerful approach as it
benefits from the respective methodological advantages. Additionally, the strength of
this two-step method is that the best combination of methods can be selected. This
implies that the concept can be extended to a wide range of method combinations.

• The method performs better in summer than in winter, and in winter best in the
mild winter climate of the Mediterranean region and worst for the continental winter
climate in mid and eastern Europe, or Scandinavia.

• The stochastic downscaling (second step) leads to improvements in the estimated
occurrence of heavy precipitation in many regions, and in the daily spatial autocorre-
lation, which represents the spatial extent and variability of precipitation patterns;
these improvements are more pronounced in summer than in winter. This can be
attributed to the different scales of the main underlying mechanisms, i.e., there is less
small scale variability unexplained by the gridbox in winter. Thereby, the importance
of randomisation in the framework of downscaling is shown.

• In France, mid Europe, eastern Europe and Scandinavia the chosen downscaling
model (VGLM gamma) introduces biases in DJF. The bias increases from west to
east and, thus, from maritime to continental winter climate. Although the reasons
for these biases are not investigated in detail, two potential sources are suggested:
First, particularly in France and eastern Europe, the E-OBS gridded observational
dataset may be an unreliable reference for model calibration due to low station density.
Second, the VGLM gamma model appears to be not flexible enough to capture the
true predictor-predictand relationship which can be non-linear, particularly in – but
not restricted to – continental winter climate.
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3.3 The impact of Mediterranean SSTs on Central European summer
extreme precipitation – a climate model sensitivity study

In Volosciuk et al. (2016a), the impact of Mediterranean SST on extreme precipitation is
studied, motivated by a strong increase in observed Mediterranean SSTs during the last
four decades (Rayner, 2003). One example of the Mediterranean Sea influencing Central
European climate are Vb-cyclones, which develop over the Mediterranean Sea and can carry
large amounts of moisture from the Mediterranean Sea to Central Europe, where they often
cause extreme precipitation (van Bebber, 1891). Although the amount of precipitation
associated with Vb-cyclones is projected to increase (Kundzewicz et al., 2005; Nissen et al.,
2013), studies on where the additional precipitable water originates have been lacking from
the literature.
Sensitivity experiments employing the AGCM ECHAM5 with different SST-forcings are

analysed as, due to the relatively short period of recent high SSTs and given the rareness of
extreme events, the impact of SST increase on heavy precipitation events cannot be studied
in detail based on observations alone. The experiments are carried out at a relatively high
horizontal resolution for a global AGCM of T159, which has been shown to be adequate
for summer extreme precipitation (Volosciuk et al., 2015), especially given the fact that
synoptic-scale extremes are studied. In particular, the control experiment employs the colder
1979 – 1999 SST and SIC climatology as forcing. Additional ensembles are then created by
applying the warmer 2000 – 2012 climatology, first in just the Mediterranean and Black
Seas (Medwarm), and second globally (Globwarm). To infer mechanisms for changes in
precipitation extremes (RL20S), composites of different variables during heavy-precipitation
events are analysed. Heavy-precipitation events are days where area-aggregated daily
precipitation over the Central European study region (15 – 22◦E, 46 – 51◦N, red box
in Fig. 3.3), exceeds the 95th percentile of all summer (JJA) days (wet and dry) in the
respective experiment.
The main results are:

• The higher Mediterranean SSTs of the recent decades amplify the magnitude of
RL20S in Central Europe along the Vb-cyclone track by up to 60% (Fig. 3.3; increase
of RL20S for area-aggregated precipitation over study region: 17%). Changes in
summer mean precipitation are much lower (<1 mm/day).

• The heavier precipitation events are likely related to thermodynamic changes: Clima-
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Figure 3.3: Increase in 20-summer return levels. Warm Mediterranean (Medwarm) experiment
compared to control experiment. Red box denotes study area for area average and further analyses
(15 – 22◦E, 46 – 51◦N). Increase of mean threshold excess (beyond 95th percentile) of box average
(control: 12.3 mm/day, Medwarm: 13.8 mm/day) is 12.2% and highly significant (p-value < 0.0005)
as indicated by a two-sided independent samples t-test (Fig.3a in Volosciuk et al., 2016a).

tologically higher precipitable water is further increased on heavy-precipitation days
and the preceding day in the Medwarm experiment, and extends into Central Europe
where precipitable water is then amplified by 3-5%. This slightly exceeds the CC-rate
of 2-3% increased saturation vapour pressure for a comparable warming. However,
the higher precipitable water content is not sufficient to explain the intensification of
heavy-precipitation events (threshold excesses) by 12.2%.

• The intensification of the heavy-precipitation events beyond that which would be
expected from the CC-relation is likely related to moisture supply from the Mediter-
ranean Sea during heavy-precipitation events: the stronger diabatic heating source
along with increased evaporation (western Mediterranean average increases by 19.9%)
intensifies moisture transport from the western Mediterranean Sea to Central Europe.
Moisture convergence averaged over the Central European study region is amplified
by 16.2%.

• For intensified extreme precipitation, neither changes in moisture recycling, in tran-
sients passing to Central Europe, nor in the dominant synoptic pattern are required.





4 Conclusions

In my PhD thesis (Volosciuk et al., 2015, 2016a,b), I have analysed extreme precipitation
simulated by numerical climate models, by applying state-of-the-art statistical extreme
value models. In the following the results will be briefly summarized and implications are
discussed with respect to the objectives outlined in Sec. 1.4. An outlook for potential future
research is subsequently given.

4.1 Summary and implications

4.1.1 Representation of extreme precipitation in climate models

Precipitation in the AGCM-simulations analysed in this thesis has been evaluated against
gridded observations globally for the highest resolution (T213) in Volosciuk et al. (2015)
and for Europe in Volosciuk et al. (2016a). The large-scale pattern of seasonal mean
precipitation, as well as many features of the regional spatial distribution of RL20S, is well
represented. The largest bias is the overestimation of Asian monsoon-precipitation (in
line with Hasson et al., 2013) and orographic extreme precipitation. Over Europe, major
deficiencies are a wet bias on the Scandinavian west coast and a dry bias in eastern Austria.
Internal AGCM-variability has been found to not strongly influence the representation of
RL20S (Volosciuk et al., 2015).
Extreme precipitation has been compared between different spatial resolutions of an

AGCM in Volosciuk et al. (2015). Extreme precipitation is highly sensitive to resolution,
in contrast to mean precipitation. Depending on the underlying mechanism, regionally
and seasonally varying recommendations for minimally required resolutions for a good
representation of extreme precipitation were derived. Particularly in the tropics, but also in
the extratropics during summer, T106 is a breakthrough resolution to represent comparable
return levels to the highest resolution. Yet, in the mid and high latitudes during winter,
RL20S only change marginally with resolution. Higher vertical resolution was found to

29
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be crucial for the representation of precipitation (consistent with Hagemann et al., 2006),
particularly for the extremes. For future studies on extreme precipitation based on climate
model experiments, these findings can guide choices for the design of the simulations. Even
if global simulations are downscaled, the final representation of precipitation is to a large
extent determined by the fist step of the modelling cascade (i.e. the GCM), as errors may
propagate along the modelling chain.

The bias of precipitation simulated by one RCM driven with “perfect” boundary conditions
(reanalysis) was evaluated in Volosciuk et al. (2016b). The bias is generally higher in winter
than in summer (apart from the British Isles). The lowest bias is in the Mediterranean
region and the highest over Scandinavia in winter.

Averaging simulated precipitation to a larger grid reduces the amount of RL20S estimated
from this gridbox-average by almost 30%, from T213 to T31, in the belt of tropical
summer extreme precipitation (Volosciuk et al., 2015). Hence, in accordance with Chen
and Knutson (2008), I strongly recommend to compare extreme precipitation in different
datasets only after precipitation has been averaged to the lowest considered resolution.
This also highlights the need for downscaling to obtain data on the regional scale that is
relevant for policy-makers. RCM-simulated daily spatial autocorrelation and thus the spatial
extent of precipitation patterns, including its variability in time, has been compared to
station observations in Volosciuk et al. (2016b). The spatial autocorrelation of precipitation
observed at weather stations is not well reproduced by the RCM. Stochastic downscaling
considerably improves the spatial dependence, particularly in summer. This highlights the
scale gap between gridbox and point scale and the importance of randomization in the
framework of downscaling, as already pointed out by, e.g., von Storch (1999) and Maraun
(2013).

Seasonal and regional differences, depending on the underlying mechanisms, have been
found for resolution dependence of extreme precipitation in GCMs (Volosciuk et al., 2015)
and RCMs (Prein et al., 2013; Meredith et al., 2015), as well as for the performance of the
combined bias correction and downscaling model introduced in Volosciuk et al. (2016b).
Hence, for a good representation of precipitation extremes, the complexity of the model
can be chosen at each step of the modelling cascade based on the underlying mechanism,
in order to efficiently utilize computational resources.
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4.1.2 Improving simulated precipitation through statistical post-processing

To improve the representation of simulated precipitation, including extremes, a combined
statistical bias correction and stochastic downscaling model has been developed, applied
to RCM-simulated precipitation, and evaluated across European climates in Volosciuk
et al. (2016b). Precipitation including extremes is in most cases improved by (parts of)
this combined method. Performance of the specific implementation varies with region
and season. For instance, summer climate and mild winter climate are well represented,
whereas the method does not perform well for continental winter climate. The evaluation
across climate regimes carried out in this study shows that bias correction and downscaling
methods must not be capriciously transferred from one region to another. Rather, users
need to re-evaluate the method when transferring it to locations with different climatic
conditions. The specific implementation in Volosciuk et al. (2016b) is not the optimal
combination of methods for all climates. The concept, however, can be extended to a wide
range of method combinations.

Before applying any (dynamical or statistical) downscaling it has to be ensured that the
large scale environment simulated by the global GCM is conducive for the development of
processes relevant for precipitation in the study region (Eden et al., 2012; Hall, 2014). For
instance, biases in simulated precipitation related to biases in the storm track (Chang et al.,
2012), El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO, Zhang and Sun, 2014), the monsoon (Hasson
et al., 2013) or persistent weather regimes (Petoukhov et al., 2013; Palmer, 2013) cannot
be statistically corrected in a physically sensible way (Maraun et al., 2016).

4.1.3 Understanding mechanisms by which extreme precipitation events may be
amplified

By employing a climate model sensitivity study, the impact of the recent increase in
Mediterranean SSTs on Central European summer precipitation extremes has been studied
(Volosciuk et al., 2016a). The higher Mediterranean SSTs of the recent decades amplify
the magnitude of extreme precipitation events associated with cyclones that originate
over the Mediterranean Sea, such as Vb-cyclones. This intensification exceeds the CC-
scaling. The responsible physical mechanism is increased evaporation from, and enhanced
atmospheric moisture content over, the Mediterranean Sea. The excess in precipitable
water is transported from the Mediterranean Sea to Central Europe causing stronger
precipitation extremes over that region. Volosciuk et al. (2016a) suggest that the projected
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intensification of precipitation related to Vb-cyclones (Kundzewicz et al., 2005; Nissen et al.,
2013) is most likely attributable to the rise in Mediterranean SSTs, which are projected
to continue throughout the 21st century (Mariotti et al., 2015). The identification of the
mechanisms leading to weather extremes related to Mediterranean Sea warming (Volosciuk
et al., 2016a) demonstrates the importance of climate model sensitivity studies to gain
further understanding of the climate system and its response to external forcing.
This thesis shows that extremes, and changes therein, cannot be estimated from the

climatological mean, as evidenced by the different responses to Mediterranean Sea warming
of extreme and mean precipitation (Volosciuk et al., 2016a). The different scale dependence
of mean and extreme precipitation also highlights that extremes cannot be estimated directly
from mean precipitation intensities or from a distribution that was estimated or corrected
according to the mean (Volosciuk et al., 2015). Moreover, this shows the importance of
employing statistical extreme value models to draw conclusions about extremes. Parametric
bias correction methods should be designed such that they explicitely also correct the
extremes of a distribution, such as in Volosciuk et al. (2016b).

4.2 Outlook

Prior to any study of extreme precipitation, its representation in the dataset has to be
evaluated. The representation of extreme precipitation in climate models depends on the
ability of the chosen model to correctly simulate the relevant processes at the chosen
resolution. This thesis provides guidance to modellers wishing to choose an appropriate
resolution for future studies, as well as to evaluate existing studies. Yet, the impact of
AGCM-resolution on the trend in extreme precipitation is beyond the scope of this thesis.
For the representation of localised extreme events caused by convection, and changes
therein, convection-permitting resolution may be required (e.g., Kendon et al., 2014; Chan
et al., 2014; Meredith et al., 2015), which is beyond all resolutions considered in this
thesis. The combined bias correction and downscaling model introduced in Volosciuk et al.
(2016b) is only applied in present-day climate. Its application to future climate projections,
where strong trends may be present, is beyond the scope of this thesis. Moreover, the
method is developed and evaluated in present-day climate and thus only applicable to future
simulations where changes are correctly simulated by the climate model. For instance,
changes in the dynamics of local extreme convective events in summer that need even higher
resolution – up to convection-permitting – simulations (e.g., Kendon et al., 2014; Chan et al.,
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2014; Meredith et al., 2015) will also not be represented after statistical post-processing is
applied, unless the bias-correction and downscaling technique is further developed to take
account of meteorological variables, representative of the physical environment in which
the precipitation is occuring.

If a station-based dataset is gridded to a higher resolution than its “true” resolution, i.e.
the actual spatial resolution of the included rain gauges, then precipitation extremes may be
too smooth (Haylock et al., 2008; Hofstra et al., 2009a,b; Maraun et al., 2011) and gridbox
variability may be systematically misrepresented. This limits both the applicability of such
datasets for climate model evaluation and the reliability of such datasets as a reference
for calibration of statistical post-processing models, as applied in Volosciuk et al. (2016b).
For future research, I suggest a thorough evaluation of the implications for precipitation
extremes should a dataset with low station density (e.g., E-OBS in eastern Europe or
France) be employed for evaluating or even correcting climate model biases.
In Volosciuk et al. (2016a), amplified summer precipitation extremes due to higher

Mediterranean SSTs could be attributed to thermodynamic changes. To understand
how climatological changes may influence precipitation and other weather extremes, the
dynamical response and its implications to changed external forcing also needs to be
studied. For instance, higher Mediterranean SSTs also lead to reduced dynamics (i.e. slower
travelling, slower deepening, reduced intensity) of heavy-precipitation-causing cyclones and
climatologically higher sea level pressure over Scandinavia (Supplementary Information
of Volosciuk et al., 2016a). However, mechanisms for these dynamical changes and the
implications for extremes (e.g., heavy precipitation, blocking frequency) are beyond the
scope of this thesis. Although confidence in simulated dynamical changes is generally lower
than in thermodynamic changes (Shepherd, 2014), sensitivity experiments as in Volosciuk
et al. (2016a) can be a useful tool to gain further understanding of the dynamical response
to changes in external forcings.
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ABSTRACT

To investigate the influence of atmospheric model resolution on the representation of daily precipitation

extremes, ensemble simulations with the atmospheric general circulation model ECHAM5 at different hori-

zontal (from T213 to T31 spectral truncation) and vertical (from L31 to L19) resolutions and forced with ob-

served sea surface temperatures and sea ice concentrations have been carried out for January 1982–September

2010.All results have been comparedwith the highest resolution, which has been validated against observations.

Resolution affects both the representation of physical processes and the averaging of precipitation across

grid boxes. The latter, in particular, smooths out localized extreme events. These effects have been disen-

tangled by averaging precipitation simulated at the highest resolution to the corresponding coarser grid.

Extremes are represented by seasonal maxima, modeled by the generalized extreme value distribution.

Effects of averaging and representation of physical processes vary with region and season. In the tropical

summer hemisphere, extreme precipitation is reduced by up to 30% due to the averaging effect, and a further

65% owing to a coarser representation of physical processes. Toward middle to high latitudes, the latter effect

reduces to 20%; in the winter hemisphere it vanishes toward the poles. A strong drop is found betweenT106 and

T63 in the convection-dominated tropics. At the lowest resolution, Northern Hemisphere winter precipitation

extremes, mainly caused by large-scale weather systems, are in general represented reasonably well. Coarser

vertical resolution causes an equatorward shift of maximum extreme precipitation in the tropics. The impact of

vertical resolution on mean precipitation is less pronounced; for horizontal resolution it is negligible.

1. Introduction

Much of our knowledge about future changes in ex-

treme weather events and the mechanisms causing these

changes is based on global climatemodel simulations that

employ general circulation models (GCMs). There is

confidence that climate models provide credible quanti-

tative estimates of future climate change, particularly at

larger scales, because of their physical basis and the

ability of models to reproduce observed climate and past

climate changes (Flato et al. 2013). The representation of

mean precipitation patterns has steadily improved be-

tween each phase of the CoupledModel Intercomparison

Project (CMIP) used for the Intergovernmental Panel on

Climate Change (IPCC) assessment reports (Flato et al.

2013). However, confidence in projections of extremes is

generally weaker than for projections of long-term aver-

ages (Seneviratne et al. 2012). Extreme precipitation in-

tensities (e.g., Sun et al. 2006), frequencies (e.g., Allan

and Soden 2008), and return levels (Wehner et al. 2010)

are generally underestimated by GCMs.

The simulation of precipitation is muchmore complex

than that of temperature; anisotropic multifractal
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behavior over a wide range of scales has been attributed

to precipitation (e.g., Lovejoy and Schertzer 1995) and

the simulation of precipitation depends heavily on pro-

cesses that are parameterized in current GCMs (Flato

et al. 2013). To accurately represent extreme pre-

cipitation, models must correctly simulate atmospheric

humidity as well as a number of relevant processes, such

as evapotranspiration, condensation, and transport

processes (Randall et al. 2007). There are uncertainties

in the simulation of the water cycle in most GCMs from

phase 3 of CMIP (CMIP3) due to a time-varying im-

balanced atmospheric moisture budget. These biases in

turn imply biases in the energy balance (Liepert and

Previdi 2012; Lucarini and Ragone 2011).

Along with the increase of computational capacity

since the First Assessment Report (FAR) of the IPCC,

typical model resolution for short-term climate simula-

tions has increased from T21 (;500 km) in the FAR to

T106 (;110 km) in the Fourth Assessment Report

(AR4) (Le Treut et al. 2007). Vertical resolution has

also increased, from 10 atmospheric layers in the FAR to

about 30 layers in the AR4 (Le Treut et al. 2007).

Nevertheless, resolving all important spatial and tem-

poral scales remains beyond current capabilities for

transient global climate change simulations (Le Treut

et al. 2007). Biases thus remain, particularly on smaller

scales and in the tropics, where the regional distribution

of precipitation is strongly determined by convection, on

a wide range of spatial and temporal scales, and on in-

teractions between convective processes and the large-

scale circulation (Flato et al. 2013). For high-resolution

projections of precipitation extremes, different ap-

proaches have been employed: high-resolution GCMs,

dynamical downscaling using regional climate models

(RCMs) (Rummukainen 2010), and statistical down-

scaling (Maraun et al. 2010).

Several studies have investigated the resolution de-

pendence of spatial precipitation patterns in atmo-

spheric general circulation models (AGCMs). For

example, patterns of seasonal mean precipitation in the

NCAR Community Climate Model version 3 (CCM3;

Duffy et al. 2003; Iorio et al. 2004), as well as patterns of

extreme precipitation (20-yr return levels) in the

NCAR finite volume dynamical core version of CAM2

(fvCAM2; Wehner et al. 2010), are better represented

over the United States with enhanced model resolution.

Wehner et al. (2010) suggest 0.58 3 0.6258, their highest
resolution, to be a breakthrough resolution for the

representation of extreme precipitation. However,

precipitation intensity is still limited at this resolution,

particularly for tropical cyclones (Wehner et al. 2010).

Kopparla et al. (2013) have found biases in high per-

centiles (.95th) of daily precipitation in the NCAR

CAM4 to decrease with finer resolution over the United

States andEurope, whereas their highest resolution (0.258)
overestimates these high percentiles over Australia. Li

et al. (2011) have shown in aquaplanet simulationswith the

CAM3 model that total precipitation increases at higher

resolutions, especially in the tropics. The larger scales of

the zonal average precipitation converge with increasing

resolution for T85 and higher in the aquaplanet version of

CAM3 (Williamson 2008). Seasonal differences in re-

solution dependence of extreme precipitation are in-

dicated by Prein et al. (2013), who have found different

mechanisms to be responsible for the higher-resolution

requirement in June–August (JJA) (more small-scale

convective events) than in December–February (DJF) in

an RCM over the Colorado headwaters.

Changing horizontal model resolution has two effects

on the representation of precipitation, in particular on

its extremes. First, GCM-simulated precipitation rep-

resents gridbox area averages (e.g., Osborn and Hulme

1997; Chen and Knutson 2008); the coarser the model

resolution, the more strongly localized events are

smoothed out. To account for this ‘‘averaging effect,’’

Chen and Knutson (2008) advise comparing extreme

rainfall for different model resolutions after all data

have been averaged to the lowest considered model

resolution. Second, coarser model resolution involves

reduced precision in the simulation of various features,

especially feedbacks from smaller to larger scales. These

feedbacks, including the impact of changes in resolved

scales as well as in subgrid scales represented by pa-

rameterizations, deteriorate with coarser resolution.

Hence, we refer to this effect as the ‘‘scale interaction

effect.’’ For instance, transient vertical velocities, and

accordingly vertical moisture transport, are simulated

more accurately with enhanced horizontal resolution

(Pope and Stratton 2002; Li et al. 2011). A better rep-

resentation of orography, due to higher horizontal res-

olution, improves local precipitation patterns (e.g.,

Smith et al. 2013; Pope and Stratton 2002; Duffy et al.

2003; Iorio et al. 2004) and has remote effects on the

storm tracks as well as on the mean circulation (Pope

and Stratton 2002; Jung et al. 2006). In general, changes

in resolution mostly affect resolved scales, but there are

also impacts on the parameterized physics (Roeckner

et al. 2004). The more realistic representation of re-

solved dynamical properties provides, in turn, improved

input to the parameterization schemes. Also, the in-

teraction between parameterization schemes (e.g., be-

tween the convection and cloud microphysics schemes)

is more detailed at higher resolution. Finally, truncation

causes artificial separation of resolved and unresolved

(i.e., parameterized) processes (Arakawa 2004). When

changing the horizontal model resolution, one faces the
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combined effects of averaging and scale interaction. We

call these overall effects ‘‘resolution effects.’’1

Changing vertical resolution affects several physical

processes, particularly those related to the hydrological

cycle. Higher vertical resolution leads to a marked re-

distribution of humidity and clouds (Roeckner et al.

2006). Most notable is the drying of the upper tropo-

sphere, which is related to a lowering of the tropopause

and hygropause (Roeckner et al. 2006). In the tropics,

the response of humidity and clouds to increased vertical

resolution is related to changes in cloud top detrainment

of water vapor and cloud water/ice (Roeckner et al.

2006). These improvements are largely due to the

smaller numerical diffusion at higher vertical resolution,

allowing for a larger, and also more realistic, vertical

moisture gradient to be maintained throughout the

troposphere (Hagemann et al. 2006). These changes in

humidity and clouds in turn influence precipitation. On

the global scale, both precipitation and evaporation are

smaller at higher vertical resolution over land, in better

agreement with observations (Hagemann et al. 2006).

Finally, the sensitivity of the hydrological cycle to ver-

tical resolution might be closely related to the tropo-

spheric moisture changes caused by a more accurate

vertical moisture transport at higher vertical resolution

(Hagemann et al. 2006).

Which minimum resolution of GCMs is sufficient to

represent patterns and characteristics of extreme pre-

cipitation at the global scale remains an open question.

To our knowledge, there is no study investigating the

resolution dependence of extreme precipitation on the

global scale, with realistic topography, and separately

for different seasons. We are also not aware of any study

investigating the impact of vertical resolution on ex-

treme precipitation. While it is widely acknowledged

that the averaging effect plays an important role when

evaluating extreme precipitation on gridded datasets,

and therefore should be removed before any compari-

sons of extreme precipitation from different sources are

carried out, its separation from the overall resolution

effect and quantification across different scales remains

an open question.

Here, we study the dependency of extreme pre-

cipitation on horizontal and vertical model resolution.

In particular, we address the following questions:

1) What is the importance of the averaging effect to the

overall resolution effect when simulating extreme

precipitation?

2) To what extent does representation of extreme pre-

cipitation at different resolutions depend on season?

3) At which resolution, compared with the highest con-

sidered resolution, is the strongest deterioration in the

representation of extreme precipitation evident?

4) Are there regions where the dependence of extreme

precipitation on resolution is weak or where the scale

interaction effect can be neglected?

5) What is the influence of vertical resolution on the

representation of extreme precipitation?

In section 2 of the paper, we describe the setup of the

atmospheric model, the design of the resolution exper-

iment, and the statistical model used to analyze ex-

tremes. In section 3, modeled extreme precipitation

return levels at different horizontal and vertical resolu-

tions are compared for different seasons. Finally, section 4

contains the conclusions.

2. Data and methods

We consider daily precipitation simulated by the

ECHAM5 AGCM. A key part of our study is to disen-

tangle the averaging and scale interaction effects. To this

end, we consider simulations at different resolutions and

compare them with the highest-resolution simulation,

averaged to the corresponding lower spatial scales as

recommended by Chen and Knutson (2008).

a. The atmospheric general circulation model

We use the ECHAM5AGCM (Roeckner et al. 2003),

developed at the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology,

Germany. ECHAM5 is a global spectral model and

calculates precipitation fluxes on the Gaussian trans-

form grid (Roeckner et al. 2003). The sensitivity of

ECHAM5 to horizontal and vertical resolution has been

studied for mean climate characteristics (Roeckner et al.

2006) and the hydrological cycle (Hagemann et al.

2006). Notable deficiencies in the hydrological cycle are

a dry bias over Australia and a lack of a rain forest cli-

mate in central Africa, where precipitation is too low

during the dry season (Hagemann et al. 2006). The

ECHAM5 model overestimates precipitation over the

oceans, especially in high-resolution simulations. This

bias is a general problem in current GCMs that could

possibly be related to insufficient atmospheric absorp-

tion of solar radiation by aerosols, water vapor, or clouds

(Hagemann et al. 2006). The bias of basic climate vari-

ables decreases monotonically with increasing horizon-

tal resolution from T42 to T159 spectral truncation

(Roeckner et al. 2006).

As the 31-level (L31) vertical resolution versions are

superior to their L19 counterparts, except for T42

1Note that resolution effects include changing grid size as well

as changing the resolution dependent tunable parameters; see

section 2b.
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horizontal resolution, Roeckner et al. (2006) recom-

mend the vertical resolution L19 for the horizontal

resolutions T31 and T42, and the vertical resolution L31

for higher horizontal resolutions. Enhanced vertical

resolution is more beneficial than increased horizontal

resolution for the simulation of mean precipitation in

ECHAM5 (Hagemann et al. 2006).

b. Experiments

We carried out simulations covering the period Jan-

uary 1982–September 2010 (29 yr), driven with the same

transient present-day boundary forcing for all resolu-

tions. Sea surface temperatures (SSTs) and sea ice

concentrations (SICs) were interpolated to the cor-

responding horizontal resolutions from daily 1/48 opti-

mal interpolation SST analysis (OISST), version 2,

(Reynolds et al. 2007) and high-resolution (12.7 km)

observed SIC from Grumbine (1996) of the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).

Greenhouse gas forcing was kept constant at present-

day concentrations (348 ppm). An overview of the dif-

ferent horizontal and vertical resolutions of these

simulations is given in Table 1. Three ensemble re-

alizations of the resolutions T106L31, T63L31, T42L19,

and T31L19 were run to assess internal variability. The

top four and bottom two vertical levels of L31 and L19

are similar. The greatest difference (doubling) in verti-

cal resolution occurs between approximately 70 and

500 hPa (Roeckner et al. 2003). In all resolutions we

used the default ECHAM5 parameterization and the

parameter settings recommended by Roeckner et al.

(2004, 2006) for the respective resolution. Note that our

aim is not to isolate the sensitivity of the dynamical and

physical response to pure grid spacing from the sensi-

tivity of modeled precipitation to tunable parameters.

Such intention would require experiments with fixed

parameterizations and tuning parameter values such as

proposed in Leung et al. (2013) and applied by, for ex-

ample, Rauscher et al. (2013). Our objective is rather to

quantify the effect of changing themodel resolution, and

to separate this effect into the contribution of spatial

averaging and the residual scale interaction effect. Our

definitions of both scale interaction and resolution effect

thus are not limited to changing the grid spacing, but

additionally include the adaptation of tunable parame-

ters to recommended values, as feedback from param-

eterizations also interactwith different scales.Nevertheless,

additional experiments showed that the sensitivity of ex-

treme precipitation to parameter choice is negligible in the

range of considered resolutions (not shown).

c. Statistical model

We modeled daily precipitation extremes with the

block maxima approach, following the Fisher–Tippet

theorem: Given a sequence of n independent identically

distributed random variablesXi, i5 1, . . . , n, the properly

rescaled maximum of this sequence Mn converges for

large n—in case a limiting distribution exists—to the

generalized extreme value (GEV) family of distributions

(Fisher and Tippett 1928; Gnedenko 1943; Coles 2001):

G(z)5 exp
n
2
h
11 j

�z2m

s

�i21/jo
, (1)

with the location parameter m, the scale parameter s,

and the shape parameter j. The tail of the distribution is

determined by j as follows: j / 0: infinite smooth tail;

j . 0: infinite heavy tail; and j , 0: bounded tail (Coles

2001). The independence assumption of the Fisher–

Tippet theorem can be relaxed to a wide class of sta-

tionary, but not necessarily independent, processes

(Coles 2001; Rust 2009; Faranda et al. 2011, 2013).

Extreme quantiles are obtained by inverting Eq. (1):

zp 5

8<
:

m2
s

j
f12 [2log(12 p)]2jg for j 6¼ 0

m2s log[2log(12 p)] for j5 0

, (2)

whereG(zp)5 12 p. The return level zp associated with

the return period 1/p is expected to be exceeded on

average once in 1/p blocks; that is, zp is exceeded in any

particular block with probability p (Coles 2001).

Parameters of the GEV distribution [Eq. (1)] were

estimated with probability weighted moments (PWM)

(Hosking et al. 1985) using the ‘‘fExtremes’’ package

(Wuertz et al. 2009) in R (R Development Core Team

2011). PWM performs well for small sample sizes and is

computational efficient (Hosking et al. 1985). The

analysis was carried out seasonally. A block length of

one season (i.e., three months) turned out to be a good

compromise between an appropriate fit for most regions

and a sufficiently long maxima time series of 29 yr to

keep sampling uncertainties reasonably low. To avoid

a misfit of the GEV distribution in very dry regions, we

TABLE 1. List of horizontal and vertical resolutions of the

ECHAM5 simulations used in this study. Horizontal resolution is

given as spectral resolution and Gaussian transform grid resolu-

tion. Vertical resolution is given as the number of vertical levels.

Horizontal resolution

Vertical resolutionSpectral Gaussian

T213 0.568 3 0.568 L31

T159 0.758 3 0.758 L31

T106 1.138 3 1.138 L31

T63 1.888 3 1.888 L31–L19

T42 2.818 3 2.818 L31–L19

T31 3.758 3 3.758 L19
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excluded time series from our analysis that contained

more than one zero in the seasonal maxima time series.

As a representation of extreme events, we considered

the 20-season return level of daily precipitation

(RL20S). For example, the RL20S for DJF is exceeded

in any DJF season with the probability 1/20 (i.e., on av-

erage every 20th DJF season). The RL20S is already

reasonably extreme, but still low enough to avoid biases

caused by the estimation procedure (Hosking et al.

1985) or undesirably high estimation uncertainty. Sam-

pling uncertainties of RL20S were assessed by a boot-

strap method (see appendix for details).

d. Separation of averaging and scale interaction
effects

The results of the simulations at different model reso-

lutions are compared with our highest resolution

(T213L31). Chen and Knutson (2008) advise that, when

comparing extreme precipitation from different sources,

precipitation should be averaged to the same spatial scale

beforehand, as climatemodels provide gridbox averages of

precipitation [e.g., Roeckner et al. (2003) for ECHAM5],

which includes the averaging effect if precipitation is

compared on different grids. We averaged daily pre-

cipitation at the highest horizontal resolution (T213) to

coarser grids for comparison with the coarser resolutions

on similar spatial scales (see Table 2). Statistics were cal-

culated after daily precipitation had been averaged to the

appropriate spatial scale. In the following, we refer to the

simulations carried out at different model resolutions

(Table 1) as coarser-resolution simulations (CRS). The

averagedT213 resolutions T213232, . . . , T213737 (Table 2)

are referred to as averaged high-resolution simulations

(AHS). The averaging effect was approximately disen-

tangled from the scale interaction effect by comparing

RL20S in CRSwith those in AHS on similar spatial scales.

3. Results and discussion

The highest resolution, T213L31, has been validated

against observational datasets: globally for seasonal

mean precipitation and over the United States, Europe,

Russia, theMiddle East, and Southeast Asia for extreme

precipitation. The global pattern of seasonal mean pre-

cipitation, as well as many features of the regional spa-

tial distribution of RL20S, is well represented (see

appendix for details).

a. Resolution and averaging effect

Figure 1 illustrates the global pattern of RL20S as

a function of resolution for DJF and JJA. The first and

third rows (Figs. 1a–c and 1f–h) showCRSand, hence, the

full resolution effect, including both averaging and scale

interaction. The second and fourth rows (Figs. 1d,e,i,k)

showAHSand, thus, represent solely the averaging effect

in relation to the respective left panels (Figs. 1a,f). The

differences between the first (third) and second (fourth)

rows illustrate the scale interaction effect. The middle

panels differ in horizontal resolution, while the right

panels differ in horizontal and vertical resolution. The

general global pattern of the RL20S is captured by all

resolutions: differences are rather small and mainly re-

lated to reduced magnitudes.2 The differences between

RL20S in CRS and in AHS are in general smaller for

T63L31 than for T31L19 (see, e.g., the South Pacific in

DJF and Siberia in JJA). These differences indicate

a better performance of T63L31 in both DJF and JJA.

Figure 2 demonstrates the different effects for four ex-

ample regions: the tropical Amazon region, which is gov-

erned by deep convection; the southeasternUnited States,

a subtropical climate with mild winters; eastern Asia,

a continental climate with cold snowy winters; and

northern Europe, where winter precipitation is mainly

caused by large-scale weather systems. AHS (black) rep-

resents the averaging effect of RL20S (i.e., this scaling

dependence is caused by increased grid size). CRS (blue)

shows the overall resolution effects of the RL20S. The

difference between the RL20S in AHS and in CRS is

a first-order estimate of the scale interaction effect. The

pure averaging effect in general causes a decrease of

RL20S in AHS with increasing spatial length scale. The

same holds for CRS. Three different horizontal scaling

dependencies of RL20S are found. CRS can be below

(e.g., Amazon region), approximately equal to (95%

confidence intervals overlap; e.g., southeastern United

States), or above (e.g., eastern Asia) AHS. This finding

indicates that the dominantmechanism strongly influences

the scaling behavior and thereby also determines the

minimal required horizontal resolution. Different vertical

resolutions (blue and red) are compared in section 3c.

TABLE 2. Spatial averaging of the highest used ECHAM5 res-

olution T213L31: Number of averaged grid boxes and resulting

Gaussian gridbox size.

Spatial averaging Gaussian gridbox size

2 3 2 1.1258 3 1.1258
3 3 3 1.698 3 1.698
4 3 4 2.258 3 2.258
5 3 5 2.818 3 2.818
6 3 6 3.388 3 3.388
7 3 7 3.948 3 3.948

2Note that regional differences are masked by the logarithmic

scale.
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b. Influence of horizontal resolution

To quantify the differences between the RL20S in the

CRS and in the AHS, gridbox-wise ratios of the RL20S

at each resolution to the corresponding averaged high

resolution3 were computed (see Fig. 3). The colors in

Fig. 3 correspond to the different scaling types in Fig. 2

as follows: (i) red: RL20S in CRS below RL20S in AHS,

(ii) yellow: both curves approximately equal, and

(iii) blue: RL20S in CRS above RL20S in AHS. RL20S

strongly decreases between T106 and T63 over an al-

most entire zonal band. This behavior is particularly

pronounced in regions where deep convection is the

main mechanism causing extreme precipitation [i.e.,

close to the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ)].

This big difference between T106 and T63 suggests that

T106 is an efficient horizontal resolution for simulating

extreme precipitation at these latitudes. However, for all

resolutions, parts of the Northern Hemisphere’s land-

mass remain in the range of 620% from T213 in DJF,

indicating that extreme precipitation is still represented

comparably well at T31L19 resolution.

Figure 4 shows the impact of all resolution effects in

CRS compared to the high resolution at its original

resolution—not to those inAHS—on the representation

of extreme precipitation. T106 resolution is again good

enough for simulating extreme precipitation. The de-

terioration of return level representation from T106 to

T63 is even more pronounced and extends to a wider

area as when compared with AHS (see Fig. 3). Yet still,

wide areas in the Northern Hemisphere in DJF are not

sensitive to changes in resolution. In these regions, both

scale interaction and averaging effects are negligible.

FIG. 1. Maps of the 20-season return level (RL20S) (mmday21) for (a)–(e) DJF and (f)–(k) JJA; logarithmic color scale, with (rows 1

and 3) changingmodel resolution and (rows 2 and 4) averaged high resolution: (a),(f) T213L31; (b),(g) T63L31; (c),(h) T31L19; and (d),(i)

T213333 and (e),(k) T213737 with L31 resolution. White areas: seasonal maxima time series contain more than one zero value.

3 For resolutions that do not have an exactly corresponding av-

eraged T213 resolution (T159, T63, and T31), the corresponding

value was linearly interpolated between the two surrounding av-

eraged T213 resolutions (e.g., T213333 and T213434 for T63).
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To illustrate the benefit of choosing a higher resolution,

compared with the nearest coarser resolution, the overall

difference of extreme precipitation return level represen-

tation without ‘‘removing’’ the averaging effect between

consecutive resolutions is provided in Fig. 5. Again, T106 is

an efficient resolution for simulating extreme precipitation.

Figure 6 provides zonal means of the RL20S for all

considered resolutions. Figures 6a and 6b show zonal

means of the RL20S covering the overall resolution ef-

fect. In Figs. 6c and 6d the zonal means are normalized

by the zonal mean of the RL20S of the corresponding

averaged high resolution4 (i.e., the averaging effect is

approximately removed and only the residual scale in-

teraction effect is shown). As expected, meridional

variation decreases at coarser resolution. The highest

relative reduction occurs in the belt of extreme tropical

summer precipitation related to the ITCZ: here the

RL20S decreases by about 75% from T213 to T31

(Figs. 6a,b). This reduction is dominated by the scale

interaction effect. After removing the averaging effect,

the decrease still amounts to 65% (Figs. 6c,d). The av-

eraging effect alone thus causes a decrease of approxi-

mately 12 (0:25/0:35)5 29%. In the middle to higher

latitudes of the summer hemisphere, the scale inter-

action effect reduces to a decrease of about 20%; in the

winter hemisphere it vanishes toward the poles.

The most noticeable differences are again found be-

tween the RL20S in T106 and in T63. For instance, the

RL20S peaks just off the equator, toward the winter

hemisphere, vanish at T63 and lower resolutions (Figs. 6a,b).

The corresponding dips in Figs. 6c and 6d indicate that

this reduction is caused by the scale interaction effect.

However, consistent with the ratios in Figs. 3–5, the

zonal means of the RL20S in the mid and high latitudes

in winter are not sensitive to changes in resolution.

FIG. 2. Scaling behavior for example regions: (a) Amazon, (b) southeastern United States, (c) eastern Asia, and

(d) northernEurope.DJF area averages (with 95% confidence interval, as 1.963 area standard deviation) of 20-season

return levels (RL20S). Black: averaged high resolution, blue: coarser horizontal resolutions in high vertical resolu-

tion, and red: coarser horizontal resolutions in low vertical resolution.

4 For resolutions that do not have an exactly corresponding aver-

aged T213 resolution (T159, T63, T31), the corresponding averaged

T213 zonal mean was approximated as follows: Initially, both sur-

rounding averaged T213 zonal means (e.g., T213333 and T213434 for

T63)were interpolated to the latitudinal scale of the coarser horizontal

resolution (e.g., T63) to have an equal number of values. Subsequently,

a weighted mean between the averaged T213 zonal means was taken.

The weights were chosen according to the position of the coarser

horizontal resolution’s latitudinal length scale in relation to each sur-

rounding averaged T213 resolution’s latitudinal length scale.
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FIG. 3. Ratios between 20-season return levels (RL20S) at coarser horizontal resolutions (for T63 and T42, the L31 simulations are

shown) and RL20S at the respective averaged high resolution for (left) DJF and (right) JJA; and ratios of (a),(b) T159, (c),(d) T106,

(e),(f) T63, (g),(h) T42, and (i),(k) T31 to T213. White areas: seasonal maxima time series contain more than one zero value. Before

computing the ratios, RL20S in all resolutions were interpolated bilinearly to a T63 grid.
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FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but ratios of coarser resolutions to the highest resolution at its original resolution.
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FIG. 5. As in Fig. 3, but ratios between consecutive resolutions at their original resolutions: (a),(b) T159L31/T213L31,

(c),(d) T106L31/T159L31, (e),(f) T63L31/T106L31, (g),(h) T42L31/T63L31, and (i),(k) T31L31/T42L31.
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c. Vertical resolution

Figure 2 shows that vertical resolution also has a re-

gionally varying impact on the representation of ex-

treme precipitation. Over northern Europe in DJF,

differences between the area averages of the RL20S at

different vertical resolutions are negligible, whereas in

the other regional examples the area average of the

RL20S at coarser vertical resolution is less than the area

average of the RL20S at higher vertical resolution. This

difference is more pronounced at T63 than at T42.

To further investigate the structure of changes in the

RL20S with vertical resolution, zonal means of the

RL20S (Fig. 6) of high vertical resolution (solid lines)

are compared with the RL20S of the low vertical reso-

lution (dashed lines). Coarser vertical resolution causes

a decrease in the RL20S. Additionally, the peak of ex-

treme tropical summer precipitation associated with the

ITCZ is shifted equatorward at coarser vertical resolu-

tion. This effect is stronger in boreal summer (JJA) than

in austral summer (DJF). The spatial structure of

changes in extreme precipitation return levels with

vertical resolution is shown in Fig. 7. The impact of

vertical resolution is higher at T63 than at T42, consis-

tent with the regional examples (Fig. 2). High vertical

resolution is particularly important in a zonal band

around the ITCZ. For extreme precipitation associated

with the Asian monsoon, high vertical resolution is

crucial. However, over parts of the Northern Hemi-

sphere inDJF, coarser vertical resolution is sufficient for

the representation of the RL20S.

d. Comparison with mean precipitation

Figure 8 shows zonal means of mean precipitation

totals (Figs. 8a,b), mean precipitation intensities

(Figs. 8c,d) and themean number of wet days (Figs. 8e,f)

for DJF and JJA to study differences to the scale de-

pendence of extreme precipitation. The impact of hor-

izontal resolution onmean precipitation totals andmean

precipitation intensity is negligible. Peaks of the high

resolutions T213, T159, and T106 are similar; however,

coarser resolutions show slightly decreased peaks. Even

though these differences are small compared to those of

extremes, there is consistency regarding the large dif-

ferences between T106 and T63 observed for extremes.

FIG. 6. Zonal means of 20-season return levels (RL20S) for (left) DJF and (right) JJA: (a),(b) with different

horizontal (solid lines) and vertical (dashed lines) resolutions and (c),(d) additionally normalized with the zonal

mean of RL20S in the respective averaged high resolution. Grid boxes whose seasonal maxima time series contain

more than one zero value in at least one resolution are excluded in all resolutions.
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As zonal means of coarser vertical resolution show

a slightly different structure, higher vertical resolution is

beneficial for the representation of mean precipitation

totals and intensities as well. However, these differences

are less pronounced than for extremes.

The mean number of wet days increases with coarser

resolution due to small-scale events being averaged over

a larger area (the ‘‘drizzle effect’’). The differences in

the mean number of wet days between resolutions are

most pronounced in the mid and high latitudes of the

Northern Hemisphere in DJF, as well as in JJA. Most

landmasses are located in this area, leading to different

representations of orography at different resolutions,

which influences, for example, precipitation induced by

orographic lifting. In JJA, over the mid and high lati-

tudes of the Northern Hemisphere, vertical resolution

appears to be an important factor, in addition to hori-

zontal resolution. In DJF, vertical resolution does not

appear to play an important role in the mean number of

wet days. These results suggest that spatial resolution

also has an impact on the representation of dry spells in

the model we use.

e. Discussion

The strong dependence of extreme precipitation on

model resolution is consistent withWehner et al. (2010),

Chen and Knutson (2008), and Kopparla et al. (2013).

Wehner et al. (2010) found 0.58 3 0.6758 (similar to

T213) of the fvCAM2 to be a breakthrough resolution

for the representation of 20-yr return level patterns

over the United States, particularly for precipitation

intensities of tropical cyclones in the southeastern

United States, by validating themodelwith observational

patterns of 20-yr return levels on similar spatial scales.

We found that return levels at T106 (1.138 3 1.138) were
comparable to those of the highest resolution T213

(0.568 3 0.568) in most regions. Thus, in general, at least

T106 appears to be required for the representation of

extreme precipitation. Consistent with our results, their

coarsest resolution 28 3 2.58 (between T63 and T42) is

too coarse to represent the main features of extreme

precipitation return levels, compared with observations

(Wehner et al. 2010).

The efficiency of ECHAM5 in simulating extreme

precipitation at different resolutions varies with sea-

son and region. These differences are likely due to

a varying convective contribution to total pre-

cipitation and a changing height of the convective cell.

Areas where deep convection is an important process

generally require higher horizontal resolution than

regions where extreme precipitation is mainly due to

large-scale weather systems. For the representation of

extreme precipitation resulting from large-scale

weather systems, the scale interaction effect is negli-

gible and higher horizontal resolution only reduces

the averaging effect. These differences, which are re-

lated to different underlying mechanisms, were iden-

tified by studying seasonal instead of annual return

levels.

Roeckner et al. (2006) found an adequate represen-

tation of climate in ECHAM5 with a vertical resolution

of L19 for T42 and T31. In contrast to these findings,

FIG. 7. Ratios of 20-season return levels (RL20S) between different vertical resolutions at the same horizontal

resolution, for (left) DJF and (right) JJA: (a),(b) T63L19/T63L31 and (c),(d) T42L19/T42L31. White areas: seasonal

maxima time series containing more than one zero value. Before computing the ratios, RL20S in all resolutions were

interpolated bilinearly to a T63 grid.
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Hagemann et al. (2006) found a higher vertical resolution

of L31 to improve the representation of mean pre-

cipitation in ECHAM5. Here we show that this effect is

even more pronounced for extreme precipitation. Our

results demonstrate that, in general, higher vertical res-

olution is necessary to study extreme precipitation: L31

outperforms L19 at all horizontal resolutions, except for

parts of the mid and high latitudes in winter. Mean pre-

cipitation, as well as evaporation, at coarser vertical res-

olution is higher over land and lower over the ocean in

ECHAM5 (Hagemann et al. 2006), whereas dependence

of extreme precipitation on vertical resolution varies with

latitude and season over ocean as well as land.

We show that for mean precipitation, the impact of

horizontal resolution is negligible, which is consistent

with Hagemann et al. (2006) and Kopparla et al. (2013).

A comparison ofmean precipitation totals and intensities

with extreme precipitation yields completely different

structures of resolution dependence and, hence, extreme

precipitation cannot be estimated directly from mean

precipitation intensities or from a distribution that was

estimated or corrected according to the mean.

4. Conclusions

We analyzed the impact of horizontal and vertical

resolution on the representation of extreme pre-

cipitation return levels in the ECHAM5 AGCM.

ECHAM5 was driven with the same transient present

day boundary forcings for all resolutions.

FIG. 8. Zonal means (left) DJF and (right) JJA of (a),(b) daily mean precipitation totals; (c),(d) mean precipitation

intensity (mean precipitation on wet days); and (e),(f) the mean number of wet days per month (days with$0.1mm

precipitation) in different horizontal (solid lines) and vertical (dashed lines) resolutions.
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Decreasing horizontal resolution has several im-

pacts on extreme precipitation. First, increasing grid

size has the effect that precipitation is averaged over

a larger area (averaging effect). Second, in lower

horizontal resolutions the coarser representation of,

for instance, physical processes and orography yields

inferior representation of extreme precipitation (scale

interaction effect). Note that we do not intend to

identify the pure grid spacing effect, but rather define

the resolution effect as the overall effect of changing

grid spacing and tunable parameters. If one were in-

terested in a separation of the pure grid spacing, one

would have to carry out experiments as proposed by

Leung et al. (2013) and applied by, for example,

Rauscher et al. (2013). The highest resolution (T213)

averaged to coarser grid sizes (T213131–T213737: av-

eraged high resolution simulation, AHS) was com-

pared with coarser resolutions (T159–T31: coarser

resolution simulations, CRS). Differences between AHS

and CRS provide an approximate first-order discrimina-

tion between these two effects. Thereby, the relative im-

portance of both effects was determined. Twenty-season

return levels of daily precipitation (RL20S, derived

from a GEV distribution) in different resolutions were

compared.

Horizontal, as well as vertical, model resolution were

found to affect the representation of extreme pre-

cipitation. The averaging effect contributes consider-

ably to decreasing return levels with resolution. In the

belt of tropical summer extreme precipitation associated

with the ITCZ, averaging from T213 to T31 reduces the

RL20S by almost 30%. Hence, in accordance with Chen

and Knutson (2008), we strongly recommend comparing

extreme precipitation from different sources (e.g., dif-

ferent models, observations) only after averaging to the

same spatial scale. The scale interaction effect is stron-

gest in the summer hemisphere. In the band of extreme

precipitation associated with the ITCZ, the reduction

amounts to around 65% when changing the model res-

olution from T213 to T31. Toward middle to higher

latitudes, the scale interaction effect reduces to a de-

crease of about 20%. In the winter hemisphere it van-

ishes toward the poles.

The minimum required horizontal resolution for ex-

treme precipitation was found to depend on season and

region and, thus, mainly on the underlying process(es).

In general, extreme precipitation caused by small-scale

convective events requires higher horizontal resolution

than extreme precipitation caused by synoptic-scale

weather systems. Particularly in the tropics, but also in

the extratropics during summer, at least T106 is re-

quired to represent comparable return levels to the

highest resolution T213. Only marginal changes to

RL20S, caused by the averaging effect, were found in

the mid and high latitudes in winter, such as over parts

of the Northern Hemisphere’s landmass in DJF; here

RL20S in T31L19 are comparable to those in the

highest resolution (T213) on similar spatial scales.

Over wide areas of the mid and high latitudes during

winter (e.g., Canada and Asia in DJF), extreme pre-

cipitation was even found to be insensitive to changes

in resolution when comparing T31 with the highest

resolution (T213) at its original resolution.

Higher vertical resolution is crucial for the repre-

sentation of precipitation (consistent with Hagemann

et al. 2006). This applies particularly to the extremes,

as coarser vertical resolution causes an equatorward

shift of maximum extreme precipitation, as well as

a decrease in return levels. Therefore, we recommend

the use of higher vertical resolution for extreme

precipitation, even for relatively coarse horizontal

resolutions such as T42 or T63. Yet, the impact of

vertical resolution is more pronounced in T63 than

in T42. An exception is during winter in the mid

and high latitudes where RL20S in coarser vertical

resolution are comparable to those in high vertical

resolution.

Extreme precipitation shows a completely different

scale dependence to mean precipitation. The impact of

horizontal resolution on mean precipitation is negligi-

ble, whereas higher vertical resolution is still mean-

ingful but less pronounced than for the extremes. This

implies that extreme precipitation cannot be estimated

directly from mean precipitation intensities or from

a distribution that was estimated or corrected accord-

ing to the mean.

Here we present a model study where we take the

highest model resolution as reference for comparison

with the coarser model resolutions. This reference simu-

lation, in general, compares well with gridded observa-

tions, but also shows deficiencies in simulating the Asian

monsoon as well as orographic extreme precipitation,

which both tend to be overestimated. By construction, we

disregard effects not correctly simulated by the highest

considered resolution of the chosen model. In all con-

sidered resolutions, convection is parameterized. Thus,

related dynamical feedbacks are not resolved. Other

relevant processes for extremeprecipitation thatmight need

even higher resolution than all considered resolutions—

such as tropical cyclones (Wehner et al. 2010)—are be-

yond the scope of our study. Furthermore, climate

models may not fully capture important features of at-

mospheric dynamics related to extremes, in particular

persistent weather regimes (Petoukhov et al. 2013; Palmer

2013). Finally, as we have employed an atmosphere-only

model with prescribed ocean boundary conditions, ocean
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feedbacks are likewise not represented. Any recommen-

dations for minimum resolutions refer solely to the rep-

resentation of RL20S in an AGCM and do not imply that

the above listed phenomena are well represented at these

resolutions.

Although we have only studied the scaling be-

havior of extreme precipitation in one AGCM (i.e.,

ECHAM5), we believe that our results are also valid

for other AGCMs as physical explanations for the

scale dependence of extreme precipitation could be

identified.
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APPENDIX

Uncertainties in the Return Levels

a. Internal model variability

One source of uncertainty in the estimation of

return levels is internal variability of the climate sys-

tem. To assess this unforced internal variability of the

climate model, long time series are required. As our

model runs are only 29 years long, due to limited

availability of the high-resolution boundary condi-

tions, we performed three ensemble members with

slightly different initial conditions for the resolutions

T106L31, T63L31, T42L19, and T31L19, which are

each 29 yr long. The difference between RL20S in

these three ensemble members yields uncertainties in

the return level estimation due to the climate model’s

internal variability. Figure A1 shows zonal means and

the respective zonal standard deviations of RL20S in

these three ensemble members for different resolutions.

Rather small differences between the zonal means of

the three ensemble members in all resolutions in DJF as

well as in JJA indicate that the forced climate is reliably

represented.

b. GEV sampling uncertainty

In this study, GEV parameters were estimated from

29 data points of 3-month-long blocks. This rather

small sample size may cause uncertainties in the return

levels. To assess these uncertainties, we applied

a parametric bootstrap method (Efron and Tibshirani

1993) to the highest (T213L31) and coarsest resolution

(T31L19) as follows. 1000 random time series (size: 29

data points, as in the actual sample), distributed ac-

cording to the fitted GEV distribution, were generated

for each grid box. Subsequently, GEV parameters for

each time series were estimated. The 95% confidence

interval of the empirical distribution of RL20S in these

1000 realizations quantifies the GEV parameter un-

certainties of RL20S. Figure A2 shows the zonal mean

of RL20S in this study (solid lines) and the zonal mean

of the gridbox-wise 95% confidence intervals derived

from the bootstrap method (dashed lines); that is, the

latitude-dependent mean parameter uncertainty of

a grid box is shown. The confidence intervals are quite

symmetric and indicate an acceptable spread, which

gives us confidence in our return level estimates. Note

that this is the parameter uncertainty of the mean grid

box at a given latitude. Under the assumption that the

empirical distribution is symmetric and the samples

are independent, the parameter uncertainty of the

zonal mean is related to the zonal mean of the pa-

rameter uncertainty by a scaling factor of 1/
ffiffiffi
n

p
(ac-

cording to Gaussian error propagation). Thus,

sampling uncertainties for the zonal mean (see

Fig. A2) are negligible.

c. Validation of the highest resolution of ECHAM5
with observational datasets

To assess the performance of the highest resolution

(T213L31) of ECHAM5, which is used as reference for

the coarser resolutions in our study, we validated

model precipitation with gridded observational data-

sets. As no global daily precipitation dataset with

sufficient density of rain gauges is available to reliably

estimate extreme precipitation return levels, the latter
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were only validated for regions where daily pre-

cipitation gridded datasets with a high density of rain

gauges are available. On a global level we validated

seasonal mean precipitation using the Global

Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) dataset

(Adler et al. 2003). The GPCP gridded dataset is

a globally complete monthly analysis of surface pre-

cipitation at 2.58 3 2.58 resolution (Adler et al. 2003). It

FIG. A1. Zonal (left) DJF and (right) JJA means (solid lines) and standard deviations (dashed lines) of 20-season

return levels (RL20S) for three ensemble members with slightly different initial conditions in the resolutions: (a),(b)

T106L31, (d),(e) T63L31, (f),(g) T42L19, and (h),(i) T31L19.
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incorporates precipitation estimates from low-orbit

satellite microwave data, geosynchronous-orbit satel-

lite infrared data, and surface rain gauge observations

(Adler et al. 2003). Precipitation of the ECHAM5

model output was averaged by area conservative re-

mapping to theGPCP grid. The 20-season return levels

(RL20S) were validated over the United States, Eu-

rope, Russia, the Middle East, and southeastern Asia.

For the United States, the NOAA Climate Prediction

Center (CPC) ‘‘U.S. Unified Precipitation’’ dataset

(Higgins et al. 2000) was used. This is based on ap-

proximately 35 000 rain gauges over the whole conti-

nental United States, sparsest in the western United

States, and gridded to 0.258 3 0.258 (Higgins et al.

2000). RL20S over Europe is validated with the Eu-

ropean daily high-resolution (0.258 3 0.258) gridded

dataset (E-OBS, version 9) of precipitation (Haylock

et al. 2008). This has been developed in the framework

of the ENSEMBLES project. The density of rain

gauges is irregular and, in some regions, sparse

(Haylock et al. 2008). To estimate RL20S over Asia,

the Asian Precipitation—Highly-Resolved Observa-

tional Data Integration towards Evaluation of the

Water Resources (APHRODITE) dataset (Yatagai

et al. 2012) was employed. The APHRODITE dataset

comprises Global Telecommunication System–based

data (the global summary of the day), data pre-

compiled by other projects or organizations, and

APHRODITE’s own collection (Yatagai et al. 2012).

The number of included rain gauges varies consider-

ably over the domain (Yatagai et al. 2012). From all

observational datasets the same time period as in the

model runs was used for the validation, with the ex-

ception of the APHRODITE datasets, which cover

a slightly shorter time period up to 2007. Precipitation

in the gridded datasets was averaged by area conser-

vative remapping to the T213 grid.

Figure A3 shows seasonal mean precipitation in

ECHAM5 (T213L31) and in the GPCP dataset. In both

seasons, the global pattern is well captured by

ECHAM5. However, regional biases can be seen, such

as an overestimation of monsoon precipitation over

southeastern Asia in JJA. Large uncertainties in the

simulation of the Asian summer monsoon have been

shown by Hasson et al. (2013) for CMIP3 GCMs. Pre-

cipitation over parts of the oceans in both seasons is also

too high. Over the western Asian continent and Aus-

tralia in DJF, precipitation is underestimated by

ECHAM5. These biases are consistent with the valida-

tion of the hydrological cycle in ECHAM5 byHagemann

et al. (2006).

In Figs. A4 and A5, RL20S of daily precipitation as

simulated by ECHAM5 at T213L31 resolution and

different high-resolution observational gridded data-

sets are provided over the United States, Europe,

Russia, the Middle East, and southeastern Asia for

DJF and JJA, respectively. In Table A1, the root-

mean-square errors of the spatial mean of RL20S over

these analyzed regions of the ECHAM5 model at

T213L31 resolution are displayed. The pattern of RL20S

in the United States is generally well captured by

ECHAM5 at T213L31 resolution. The major deficiencies

FIG. A2. Zonal (a) DJF and (b) JJA means of 20-season return levels (RL20S) of this study (solid lines) and zonal

means of 95% confidence intervals (dashed lines) for RL20S at resolution T213 (black) and T31 (red). Confidence

intervals are computed with a parametric bootstrap method.
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are a wet bias in the east in DJF and too dry regions in

JJA in Florida and north of the Gulf of Mexico. The

latter is in accordance with Wehner et al. (2010), who

suggested that this high resolution is still too coarse to

capture precipitation intensities that are related to

tropical cyclones which might not be resolved. Over

Europe, the pattern of RL20S is well captured by the

ECHAM5 model compared to the E-OBS dataset.

RL20S in mountainous regions (e.g., the Alps) are

overestimated. In JJA, some regions are slightly too

wet, such as eastern Europe. Yet, rain gauge density in

the E-OBS dataset is sparsest in this region (Haylock

et al. 2008); hence, extreme precipitation might be

underrepresented in the E-OBS dataset, especially

in summer when many heavy rainfall events are

caused by small-scale convective events. The patterns

of RL20S over Russia in ECHAM5 and in the

APHRODITE dataset are similar, but the model is

slightly too wet, especially in eastern Russia, in JJA.

Again, the sparse density of rain gauges in eastern

Russia (Yatagai et al. 2012) might contribute to this

difference. In the Middle East, the RL20S pattern

around the Black Sea is reasonably captured. However,

a wet bias in DJF as well as in JJA can be identified,

which is particularly pronounced in the southwest of

the Arabian Peninsula in JJA and in the Iranian Pla-

teau in DJF. Although the rain gauge density in the

APHRODITE dataset over the Arabian Peninsula is

quite sparse as well (Yatagai et al. 2012), this wet

region in the southwest of the Arabian Peninsula

with high RL20S appears to be mainly due to a bias in

the model, as in the observations no evidence for this

wet region is visible. Also shown are patterns of

RL20S over southeastern Asia in ECHAM5 and the

APHRODITE dataset. Many features of the RL20S

pattern are captured by the model. However, this re-

gion exhibits the largest deficiencies of the analyzed

regions, which is in accordance with the wet bias in the

summer monsoon that is also visible in seasonal mean

precipitation totals (see Fig. A3). The Himalayas are

too wet in DJF as well as in JJA, of which no consid-

erable part can be attributed to the rain gauge density

as this region is well covered with rain gauges (Yatagai

et al. 2012). A wet bias over India can be identified in

the monsoon season, with India being well covered

with rain gauges as well. Heavy precipitation associ-

ated with the summer monsoon is not well captured,

which is a general problem in current GCMs (Hasson

et al. 2013). This is underlined by the high RMSE for

southeastern Asia in JJA (42.5mmday21; see also

Table A1), the RMSEs in all other regions are con-

siderably lower.

Summarized, the ECHAM5 model at T213L31 res-

olution well represents the large-scale pattern of sea-

sonal mean precipitation, as well as many features of

the regional spatial distribution of RL20S. In most

regions, the range of RL20S is well captured, but over

parts of southeastern Asia (e.g., the monsoon region)

FIG. A3. (left) Simulated (T213L31) and (right) observed (GPCP) seasonal mean precipitation totals (mmday21) in (a),(b) DJF and

(c),(d) JJA.
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FIG. A4. (left) Simulated (T213L31) and (right) observed 20-season return levels (RL20S) (mmday21) in DJF.

Observational datasets are (b) CPC, (d) E-OBS version 9, (f) APHRODITERussia, (h)APHRODITEMiddle East,

and (k) APHRODITEmonsoonAsia. White areas: missing values in observational dataset or seasonal maxima time

series contain more than one zero value.
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and in mountainous regions (e.g., the Himalayas, Si-

erra Nevada, Alps, and Iranian Plateau), RL20S is

overestimated by a factor of 2. This validation of

RL20S is limited by the availability of high-quality

observational datasets with suitable rain gauge

density. Generally, it is difficult to produce reliable

gridded precipitation datasets for the analysis of ex-

tremes due to spatial and temporal inhomogeneity of

precipitation, especially of precipitation extremes

(Teegavarapu 2012).

FIG. A5. As in Fig. A4, but for JJA.
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The beginning of the 21st century was marked by a number of severe summer floods in Cen-

tral Europe associated with extreme precipitation (e.g., Elbe 2002, Oder 2010 and Danube

2013). Extratropical storms, known as Vb-cyclones, cause summer extreme precipitation

events over Central Europe and can thus lead to such floodings. Vb-cyclones develop over the

Mediterranean Sea, which itself experienced a strong warming during recent decades. Here

we investigate the influence of increased Mediterranean Sea surface temperature (SST) on

extreme precipitation events in Central Europe. To this end, we carry out atmosphere model

simulations forced by average Mediterranean SSTs during 1970 – 1999 and 2000 – 2012.

Extreme precipitation events occurring on average every 20 summers during 2000 – 2012

amplify along the Vb-cyclone track, on average by 17% in Central Europe. The responsi-

ble physical mechanism is increased evaporation from and enhanced atmospheric moisture

content over the Mediterranean Sea. The excess in precipitable water is transported from

the Mediterranean Sea to Central Europe causing stronger precipitation extremes over that

region. Our findings suggest that Mediterranean Sea surface warming amplifies Central

European precipitation extremes.
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Introduction

Observational records show no clear trend in the intensity of summertime heavy rainfall in Central

Europe1–3. Yet, climate models generally project an increase of Central European summer pre-

cipitation extremes, even though mean precipitation is projected to decrease4–8. These projected

thermodynamic changes are a regional expression of global changes in the hydrological cycle that

are primarily caused by increasing saturation vapour pressure of the warming atmosphere9, 10.

Flood producing summer precipitation extremes in Central Europe are often associated with

Vb-cyclones11–13, southerly west-east cyclone tracks and cut-off lows14. Vb-cyclones are typically

generated over the Gulf of Genoa, travel northeastward around the Alps and can transport large

amounts of moisture towards Central Europe. Persistent cut-off lows over the northern central

Mediterranean can cause precipitation extremes in Central Europe similar to those produced by

Vb-cyclones. Thus, the Mediterranean Sea serves as a major moisture source for Central European

heavy-precipitation events and associated flooding15, 16.

The Mediterranean is itself a hotspot of global warming17. Its surface has continuously

warmed since the mid–1970s, especially during summer (June, July, August; JJA). In fact, the

beginning of the 21st century (2000 – 2012) featured the highest SSTs in the Mediterranean Sea

during the instrumental record18 (Fig. 1a). Moreover, the increase in Mediterranean SSTs (annual

mean: 0.62◦C, JJA mean: 0.86◦C) is considerably stronger compared to that of the global oceans

(annual mean: 0.15◦C, JJA mean: 0.19◦C). These trends are projected (by the coupled model in-

tercomparison project phase 5; CMIP5-ensemble) to continue throughout the 21st century, with

summertime SSTs reaching a warming of more than 2◦C by the end of the 21st century (2071 –

2098) compared to 1980 – 200519. Higher Mediterranean SSTs will in turn lead to enhanced

evaporation and atmospheric moisture transport20, with potential impacts on Central European

precipitation. For instance, high Mediterranean SSTs contributed to the extreme precipitation that

led to the Elbe-flooding in 200215. Yet, the impact of sea surface warming on such heavy precip-

itation events cannot be studied in detail based on observations alone due to the relatively short
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period of recent high SSTs and given the rareness of extreme events.
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Figure 1: Observed Mediterranean summer SSTs. (a) Time series of JJA mean (◦C). Area
average over 5◦W – 42◦E and 30◦N – 48◦N from HadISST18, OISST21 and ERA-Interim22; (b)
Significant difference (based on a two-sided independent samples t-test at the 95% significance
level) in JJA mean SST patterns (◦C) between the periods 2000 – 2012 (forcing climatology of
warm Mediterranean (Medwarm) experiment) and 1970 – 1999 (forcing climatology of control
experiment) from HadISST18. Map created with R version 3.2.3 (www.r-project.org).

There are two major factors that may contribute to the intensification of Central European

summer precipitation extremes: changes in cyclone occurrence or pathway (dynamic changes) and

changes in the amount of moisture carried by individual cyclones (thermodynamic changes). Yet,

confidence in the thermodynamic aspects of climate change is generally higher than in dynamic

changes23. The Mediterranean storm track in summer has intensified during recent decades24. Cli-

mate models do not simulate significant trends in the number of summer cyclones in the Mediter-

ranean region however25. Considering Vb-cyclones, no trends have been observed to date in

their occurrence26, and climate model projections even suggest a slight decrease of Vb-cyclone

occurrence13, 27. Nevertheless, the amount of precipitation associated with Vb-cyclones is pro-

jected to increase13, 27, raising the question of where the additional precipitable water originates.
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Methods

In this study, by conducting sensitivity experiments with the atmosphere general circulation model

(AGCM) ECHAM528, we aim to disentangle the impacts of Mediterranean Sea warming on Cen-

tral European precipitation extremes from other effects in the background climate. To this end,

we carry out experiments that are identical except for SST and sea ice concentration (SIC). The

control experiment is forced globally with monthly climatological fields of 1970 – 1999 SST and

SIC. In the warm Mediterranean experiment (Medwarm), we employ the warmer 2000 – 2012 SST

climatology only in the Mediterranean and Black Seas (see Fig. 1b for the difference in JJA SST

forcing climatology). In the global warm experiment (Globwarm), the AGCM is forced globally

with monthly climatological fields of 2000 – 2012 SST and SIC. For each experiment we com-

puted a 40-member ensemble of one year. The model is integrated at a relatively high horizontal

resolution for a global atmosphere model of T159 (equivalent to approximately 0.75◦ × 0.75◦

lat/lon) and with 31 vertical levels. Forcing conditions for all three experiments were taken from

the Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature dataset (HadISST)18. Radiative and green-

house gas forcings are fixed to present-day levels.

We analyse summer precipitation extremes and the associated atmospheric mechanisms in

the three model experiments. We define heavy-precipitation events as days where daily precipita-

tion exceeds the 95th percentile of all summer (JJA) days (wet and dry). To have the same sample

size for all simulations we individually choose the 95th percentile of all summer days as threshold

in each experiment, i.e., in all experiments the 5% of all summer days with the heaviest precipi-

tation are analysed. Significance is tested based on a two-sided independent samples t-test at the

90% (95%) significance level for heavy precipitation events (summer mean climatologies).

We model daily precipitation extremes based on heavy-precipitation events (i.e., threshold

excesses of the 95th daily precipitation percentile) with the generalised Pareto (GP) family of

distributions29. The GP–parameters are estimated by the maximum likelihood method. Summer

extreme events are defined by the 20-season return level of daily precipitation (RL20S) in JJA.
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For example, the RL20S for JJA is exceeded in any JJA season with the probability 1/20, i.e., on

average every 20th JJA season.

For cyclone identification and tracking we use the numerical algorithm of the P.P.Shirshov

institute30, 31. The algorithm is applied to 6-hourly sea level pressure (SLP) fields from the model

runs. The post-processing includes filtering out cyclones with lifetimes shorter than 1 day and

reaching minimum SLP over the elevated areas (>1500 m). For mapping cyclone numbers and

frequencies, 6-hourly trajectories are interpolated linearly onto 10-minute time steps in order to

avoid systematic and random biases30.

Composites of relevant variables are built on days of area-aggregated heavy-precipitation

events over the region (15 – 22◦E, 46 – 51◦N, red box in Fig. 3a). To identify the synoptic pattern

for flood-causing precipitation extremes in Central Europe we do not limit the analysis to single

circulation types (e.g., Vb-cyclones). Instead, we apply an event-based approach associating cy-

clones with extreme precipitation, similar to Pfahl and Wernli, 201232. We analyse composites of

cyclone tracks passing through the study region (i.e., the cyclone centre is at least one 6-hourly

time step over the study region during a heavy-precipitation event). While there is a risk that our

approach might miss some cyclones causing heavy-precipitation (e.g., cyclones propagating near

the study region) this methodology ensures that we exclusively consider cyclones that definitely

affect precipitation in the study region.

Results

In both the control and the Medwarm experiments, climatological summer mean precipitation over

Central Europe (5 – 27◦E, 42 – 56◦N) is 2 mm/day. The Central European mean climatological

summer cyclone track density is 27 cyclones per summer in both experiments (see correspond-

ing patterns in Supplementary Figs. S1 – S2). The climatological summer patterns for both pre-

cipitation (compared to the E-OBS gridded observational dataset33) and cyclone track densities

(compared to ERA-Interim reanalysis22, 24) are well represented by our model (see Supplementary
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Figure 2: 20-summer return levels in model experiments. (a) Control, (b) Medwarm, and (c)
Globwarm. Maps created with R version 3.2.3 (www.r-project.org).

Information for a detailed evaluation). The Central European average of 20-summer return levels

(RL20S) is 53 mm/day in the control, 55 mm/day in the Medwarm and 57 mm/day in the Globwarm

experiment (see corresponding patterns in Fig. 2). The locations of precipitation maxima that led

to recent floods (e.g., eastern Austria, eastern Germany, southern Poland, Slovakia; see Supple-

mentary Fig. S3) show high RL20S in all three experiments (Fig. 2), which gives us confidence in

simulated extremes related to such synoptic situations.

In comparison with the control experiment, summer RL20S are amplified in Central Eu-

rope along the Vb-cyclone track in both sensitivity experiments (Medwarm and Globwarm; Fig. 3),

indicating stronger precipitation extremes even though simulated changes in summer-mean pre-

cipitation are much lower (<1 mm/day, Supplementary Fig. S1). The highest increase in extreme

precipitation (Medwarm: 61.0%, Globwarm: 62.5%) is simulated in the Carpathian Basin. Note that

the highest increase is not co-located with the region of maximum precipitation on heavy events

(for precipitation composites on heavy-precipitation events see Supplementary Fig. S3). The in-

tensification of RL20S along the Vb-cyclone track can be attributed to the warmer Mediterranean

Sea as it appears not only in the Globwarm, but also in the Medwarm experiment. Hence, we focus

in the following on comparisons between the Medwarm and the control experiments. We analyse

the summer season in detail as a strong intensification of precipitation extremes with a warming

Mediterranean is found. In spring and autumn, however, extremes are decreasing over most of
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Figure 3: Increase in 20-summer return levels. (a) Medwarm, and (b) Globwarm experiment
compared to control experiment. Red box denotes study area for area average and further analyses
(15 – 22◦E, 46 – 51◦N). Increase of mean threshold excess (beyond 95th percentile of all summer
days in the respective experiment) of box average (control: 12.3 mm/day, Medwarm: 13.8 mm/day)
is 12.2% and highly significant (p-value < 0.0005). Maps created with R version 3.2.3 (www.r-
project.org).

Central Europe and in regions where extremes are amplified the response is weaker than in the

summer season (Supplementary Fig. S4).

To disentangle synoptic-scale events leading to severe flooding from small scale convective

events with local impacts we aggregated precipitation over the region 15 – 22◦E, 46 – 51◦N (red

box in Fig. 3a). The summer RL20S averaged over this area amounts to 18.7 mm/day in the control

and to 22.0 mm/day in the Medwarm experiment. To infer mechanisms for this increase by 17.4%

we further analyse composites of relevant variables during heavy-precipitation days.

A considerable portion of heavy-precipitation events in both the control and the Medwarm

experiments is associated with the passage of cyclones that originate over the Mediterranean Sea

(e.g., Vb-cyclones). This is clearly indicated by track densities of cyclones that passed through the

study region on event days (Fig. 4). In both experiments ∼70% of the analysed heavy-precipitation

events are associated with a cyclone whereof ∼50% are Vb-cyclones (identified according to Sup-
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Figure 4: Heavy precipitation causing cyclones. Track density of cyclones that pass through 15 –
22◦E, 46 – 51◦N (red box in Fig. 3a) on days where daily precipitation aggregated over that area
exceeds the 95th percentile of all summer days in the respective experiment. Counts of cyclone
centres that pass within 500 km of a grid point. Unit: Cyclones per summer (JJA). (a) Track density
in control; (b) Track density in Medwarm. Maps created with R version 3.2.3 (www.r-project.org).

plementary Fig. S5). No significant differences in cyclone track densities and SLP composites

(Supplementary Fig. S6) are found between the two experiments. Hence, neither changes in cy-

clone pathways or intensities nor changes in the dominant synoptic pattern can explain the sim-

ulated strengthening of extreme precipitation (note however, that we found evidence for slightly

reduced cyclone dynamics in the Medwarm experiment compared to the control experiment, Sup-

plementary Fig. S7).

Precipitable water (Fig. 5a, time lag: Supplementary Fig. S8) and moisture convergence

(Fig. 5b, time lag: Supplementary Fig. S9) in the control experiment are anomalously high over

Central Europe during heavy-precipitation events and on the day prior to such events. The western

Mediterranean Sea is identified as a major moisture source region for heavy-precipitation in the

study area by anomalous moisture divergence, moisture transport (Fig. 5b, time lag: Supplemen-

tary Fig. S9) and evaporation (Fig. 5c, time lag: Supplementary Fig. S10) on the day of and prior

to the event.
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Figure 5: Variables related to the hydrometeorological cycle during heavy-precipitation
events. Heavy-precipitation events are days where daily precipitation aggregated over 15 – 22◦E,
46 – 51◦N (red box in Fig. 3a) exceeds the 95th percentile of all summer days in the respective
experiment. (a – c) Composite anomalies in control experiment (relative to climatology) and (d –
f) significant differences between composites in Medwarm and control: (a, d) Column integrated
precipitable water (kg m−2); (b, e) vertically integrated moisture convergence (10−5 kg m−2s−1)
and vertically integrated moisture transport as vectors (every fifth vector is plotted), vector length
is (b) 50 kg m−1s−1 per degree lon/lat and (e) 10 kg m−1s−1 per degree lon/lat; (c, f) evaporation
(mm d−1). Maps created with R version 3.2.3 (www.r-project.org).
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Differences between heavy-precipitation-event composites of variables related to the hy-

drometeorological cycle in the Medwarm and the control experiments (Fig. 5d – f) suggest that

higher Mediterranean SSTs, by further moistening the atmosphere, amplify extreme precipitation.

In particular, climatological mean higher precipitable water content in the Medwarm experiment

over the Mediterranean Sea (by 5.5% on average, Supplementary Fig. S8) is further increased on

heavy-precipitation days (Fig. 5d) and the preceding day (Supplementary Fig. S8). It further ex-

tends into Central Europe where the precipitable water content is then amplified by 3-5%. This

slightly exceeds the Clausius-Clapeyron rate of 7% increased saturation vapour pressure per de-

gree of warming34 (see Supplementary Fig. S11). However, the higher precipitable water content

is not yet sufficient to explain the intensification of heavy-precipitation events (threshold excesses)

by 12.2%. Moisture convergence and transport (Fig. 5e) indicate that the extra moisture is trans-

ported from the Mediterranean Sea into Central Europe in the Medwarm experiment. Averaged

over the study region moisture convergence is amplified by 16.2% which explains the precipita-

tion intensification beyond the higher atmospheric moisture content. The western Mediterranean

Sea is identified as the major moisture source region; this is also true for the additional moisture

in Medwarm which is supported by the change in evaporation (Fig. 5f, time lag: Supplementary

Fig. S10). The latter is amplified over the whole western Mediterranean basin synchronised with

the heavy-precipitation events (western Mediterranean average: 19.9%), and also on the two pre-

ceding days, thereby strongly exceeding the climatological summer mean increase (Supplementary

Fig. S10). The similarity of evaporation over land between the experiments suggests that moisture

recycling is not relevant for the intensified extreme precipitation.

Discussion

Our results show that the higher Mediterranean SSTs during recent decades amplify the magnitude

of extreme precipitation events associated with cyclones that originate over the Mediterranean Sea

(including those of Vb-type). For intensified extreme precipitation changes in transients passing to

Central Europe, moisture recycling or the dominant synoptic pattern are not required. The heavier
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precipitation events are likely related to thermodynamic changes: the stronger diabatic heating

source along with increased water vapor content, intensifies moisture transport from the western

Mediterranean Sea to Central Europe during heavy-precipitation events. These findings are in

line with previous studies on thermodynamic changes20, 35. During heavy-precipitation events the

Central European region is supplied with moisture from the Mediterranean Sea which leads to

precipitation increases beyond amplified saturation vapour pressure (Clausius-Clapeyron rate).

Our atmosphere-only experiments do not represent atmosphere-ocean feedbacks. We rather

investigate the atmospheric response to assumed externally forced long-term SST changes. Our

results are subject to the chosen atmospheric general circulation model realistically simulating the

underlying processes. Yet, the major effect of increasing SSTs was thermodynamic, for which

confidence is generally high compared to dynamical changes23. Dynamical changes were - in our

model - less important for the strong precipitation response. Our study is by construction not af-

fected by long-term internal climate variability: such macroscopic initial conditions uncertainty36

is caused by ocean circulation - we prescribed SSTs as climatological averages. Internal atmo-

spheric variability is crucial to sample the distribution of extreme events. The atmosphere has

essentially forgotten its initial state after a few months, such that in each year of our 40-year sim-

ulations - note that the SSTs are identical for each year - we sample from an identical climate

distribution as in a 40-member ensemble of 1-year simulations. For each experiment we therefore

have 184 excesses of the 95th percentile, sampled from an essentially stationary distribution. This

sample is sufficient for a reasonable estimate of 20-season return levels37. We found a highly sig-

nificant amplification of area-averaged heavy-precipitation events (excesses of the 95th percentile

of all days in the respective experiment) with a warmer Mediterranean by 12.2%. With unchanged

variance in both samples an increase by only 5.3% would be sufficient for a significant response at

the 95% significance level, which gives us confidence in the simulated intensification of precipita-

tion.

Amplified Mediterranean SSTs are both forced anthropogenically19 and related to internal

decadal-scale variability (e.g., Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation)38. Increased subsidence in the

11



descending branch of the Hadley circulation, associated with anticyclonic conditions over Central

Europe may also contribute to warm anomalies in the Mediterranean Sea, and suppress cyclonic

activity39. Yet, climate change scenarios show only slight reductions in Central European summer

cyclone track densities25 and Vb-cyclones13, suggesting that such cyclones will most likely still

be relevant in a future climate. Our atmosphere model sensitivity experiment suggests that the

projected intensification of precipitation related to Vb-cyclones13, 27 can be attributed to the rise in

Mediterranean SSTs which is itself projected to continue throughout the 21st century19.
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Content

• Evaluation of Model Experiments

• Table S1

• Figures S1–S11; in all Figures:

– Heavy precipitation events are days on which daily precipitation aggregated over

15 – 22◦E, 46 – 51◦N (red box in Fig. 3a in the main paper) exceeds the 95th percentile

of all summer days in the respective model experiment.

– Significance is tested based on a two-sided independent samples t-test. Differences

between composites on heavy precipitation events (summer mean climatologies) are

tested at the 90% (95%) significance level.
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Evaluation of Model Experiments

Summer mean precipitation in our ECHAM5 model experiments (Fig. S1a, b) is evaluated

with the European daily high-resolution (0.25◦ × 0.25◦) gridded dataset (E-OBS, version 10) of

precipitation1 (Fig. S1c), developed in the framework of the ENSEMBLES project. E-OBS at

0.25◦ was averaged to the resolution of the model simulations by area conservative remapping.

As summer mean precipitation climatologies in our sensitivity experiments (Fig. S1a, b) are very

similar (Fig. S1d) we compare both experiments to the E-OBS precipitation climatology over both

forcing periods, i.e., 1970 – 2012 (Fig. S1c). The precipitation pattern over Europe is well captured

in both experiments. Major deficiencies are a wet bias at the Scandinavian west coast and a dry

bias in eastern Austria. Central and Eastern Europe are slightly wetter in the experiments than in

the observations. These differences are small, and the overall pattern is well captured. The bias is

very low for both experiments (Tab. S1).

We did not evaluate simulated 20-summer return levels with the E-OBS dataset as the rain

gauge density in E-OBS is sparse in some regions, especially in Eastern Europe1. Hence, extreme

precipitation is likely to be underrepresented in these regions by the E-OBS dataset, and differences

between the model simulations and observations are therefore not necessarily attributable to model

deficiencies.

Summer mean cyclone track densities in our experiments (Fig. S2a, b) are evaluated with

ERA-Interim reanalysis2, 3 (Fig. S2c). The summer cyclone track pattern is well captured over

Europe in both experiments. ECHAM5, however, generally simulates more cyclones than ERA-

Interim. This has already been reported for ECHAM5 simulations compared with ERA404. Al-

though ECHAM5 generally simulates more cyclones Nissen et al., 20134 found the share of

Mediterranean cyclones developing into Vb-cyclones to be similar in coupled ECHAM5 scenario

simulations and ERA40. In our experiments, the Mediterranean storm track is also stronger than

in reanalysis (ERA-Interim in our case) with the strongest bias located over Turkey. The bias of

the European mean is ∼4 cyclones per summer in both experiments (Tab. S1).
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Table S1: Bias of summer mean precipitation and cyclone tracks in model experiments. Error
of simulated European mean (10◦W–40◦E, 30–70◦N) and root mean squared error (RMSE) of
the pattern for JJA mean precipitation (mm/day) and JJA mean cyclone track density (cyclones
per summer) in the ECHAM5 control and Medwarm experiments evaluated against the E-OBS
precipitation gridded dataset and cyclone tracks from ERA-Interim reanalysis

European mean error Pattern-RMSE

Control Medwarm Control Medwarm

Precipitation 0.26 0.29 0.009 0.007

Cyclone track density 4.02 4.22 0.08 0.08

1. Haylock, M. R. et al. A European daily high-resolution gridded data set of surface temperature

and precipitation for 1950–2006. Journal of Geophysical Research 113, D20119 (2008).

2. Dee, D. P. et al. The ERA-Interim reanalysis: configuration and performance of the data assim-

ilation system. Quarterly Journal of the Royal Meteorological Society 137, 553–597 (2011).

3. Tilinina, N., Gulev, S. K., Rudeva, I. & Koltermann, P. Comparing cyclone life cycle character-

istics and their interannual variability in different reanalyses. Journal of Climate 26, 6419–6438

(2013).

4. Nissen, K. M., Ulbrich, U. & Leckebusch, G. C. Vb cyclones and associated rainfall ex-

tremes over Central Europe under present day and climate change conditions. Meteorologische

Zeitschrift 22, 649–660 (2013).
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Figure S1: Summer mean precipitation. Mean JJA precipitation (mm/day) in (a) control experi-
ment, (b) warm Mediterranean (Medwarm) experiment, and (c) E-OBS, version 10. (d) Significant
differences between JJA-climatology in Medwarm and control. Maps created with R version 3.2.3
(www.r-project.org).
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Figure S2: Summer cyclone track densities. Mean JJA cyclone track densities (cyclones per
summer) in (a) control experiment, (b) Medwarm experiment, and (c) ERA-Interim. Counts of
cyclone centres that pass within 500 km of a grid point. (d) Significant differences between JJA-
climatology in Medwarm and control. Maps created with R version 3.2.3 (www.r-project.org).
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Figure S3: Precipitation on heavy-precipitation events. (a – c) Composites of daily precipitation
on heavy-precipitation events in model experiments. In all experiments precipitation maxima on
heavy-precipitation events are in Austria and Slovakia. (a) Control, (b) Medwarm, and (c) Globwarm.
(d – f) Observed (E-OBS, version 10) aggregated precipitation on recent heavy-precipitation events
caused by Vb-cyclones that led to severe flooding, normalised by the number of event days. (d)
Elbe 2002, (e) Oder 2010, and (f) Danube 2013. Note the different colour scales. Composites (a –
c) represent an average of several events where single peaks are smoothed, and can thus not directly
be compared to single cases (d – f). Nevertheless, the affected regions by the three cases are similar
to the composites of our model experiments. Note that the study region for the heavy events in the
composites constrains the affected region. Maps created with R version 3.2.3 (www.r-project.org).
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Figure S4: Changes in 20-season return levels. Medwarm compared to control. (a) Spring (March-
April, MAM), and (b) autumn (September-November, SON). Maps created with R version 3.2.3
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Figure S5: Identification of Vb-cyclones. Cyclone tracks are identified as Vb-cyclones if they
fulfill the following criteria: (1) cyclone must pass the typical Vb-cyclogenesis area (5 – 15◦E &
40 – 45◦N, red box), (2) cyclone must cross 47◦N (horizontal blue line) between 10–25◦E (vertical
blue lines). Map created with R version 3.2.3 (www.r-project.org).
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Figure S6: Sea level pressure. (a – c) Composites of mean sea level pressure (hPa) anomalies
(relative to climatology) in the control experiment on heavy-precipitation events and on the two
preceding days. No significant differences between composites from the Medwarm and control
experiments were found. (d) JJA-climatology in the control experiment. (e) Significant differences
between JJA-climatology in Medwarm and control. Maps created with R version 3.2.3 (www.r-
project.org).
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Figure S7: Reduced dynamics of heavy-precipitation causing cyclones. Cyclone tracks passing
over 15 – 22◦E, 46 – 51◦N (red box in Fig. 3a in the main paper) on heavy-precipitation events are
considered. (a) Summer (JJA) cyclone frequency in control experiment. Counts of cyclone centres
that pass within 500 km of a grid point. Unit: 6-hourly time steps per summer. (b) Significant
differences between cyclone frequency in Medwarm and control, indicating slower travelling cy-
clones in Medwarm experiment. (c) Density of cyclone-centre maximum deepening rate (hPa/6hrs),
indicating slower deepening of cyclones in Medwarm experiment. (d) Density of minimum core
pressure (hPa), indicating slightly less deep cyclones in Medwarm experiment. Maps created with
R version 3.2.3 (www.r-project.org).
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Figure S8: Precipitable water. Composites of column integrated precipitable water (kg m−2) on
(a, d) lag 1 and (b, e) lag 2 days before heavy-precipitation events: (a, b) anomalies in control ex-
periment (relative to climatology) and (d, e) significant differences between composites in Medwarm

and control. (c) JJA-climatology of control experiment. (f) Significant differences between JJA-
climatology in Medwarm and control. Maps created with R version 3.2.3 (www.r-project.org).
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Figure S9: Moisture convergence and moisture transport. Same as Fig. S8 but for vertically
integrated moisture convergence (10−5 kg m−2s−1) and vertically integrated moisture transport as
vectors (every fifth vector is plotted), vector length is (a - c) 50 kg m−1s−1 per degree lon/lat and
(d - f) 10 kg m−1s−1 per degree lon/lat. Maps created with R version 3.2.3 (www.r-project.org).
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Figure S10: Evaporation. Same as Fig. S8 but for evaporation (mm d−1). Maps created with R
version 3.2.3 (www.r-project.org).
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Figure S11: Specific humidity increase beyond Clausius-Clapeyron rate. Difference (%) be-
tween vertically integrated (up to 200 hPa) specific humidity in Medwarm experiment and the
Clausius-Clapeyron related amplification (7% per degree of warming) of the same quantity in
the control, based on the temperature difference between Medwarm and control. 0% would be the
specific humidity increase based on Clausius-Clapeyron. (a) Composite of heavy-precipitation
events, and (b) climatological summer (JJA) mean average. Maps created with R version 3.2.3
(www.r-project.org).
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Abstract. Much of our knowledge about future changes in precipitation relies on global (GCM)

and/or regional climate models (RCM) that have resolutions which are much coarser than typical

spatial scales of precipitation, particularly extremes. The major problems with these projections are

both climate model biases and the gap between gridbox and point scale. Wong et al. developed a

model to jointly bias correct and downscale precipitation at daily scales. This approach however5

relied on pairwise correspondence between predictor and predictand for calibration, and thus, on

nudged simulations which are rarely available. Here we present an extension of this approach that

separates the downscaling from the bias correction and in principle is applicable to free running

GCMs/RCMs. In a first step, we bias correct RCM-simulated precipitation against gridded obser-

vations at the same scale using a quantile mapping approach. To correct the whole distribution10

including extreme tails we apply a mixture distribution of a gamma distribution for the precipita-

tion mass and a generalized Pareto distribution for the extreme tail. In a second step, we bridge the

scale gap: we add small scale variability to the bias corrected precipitation time series using a vector

generalized linear gamma model (VGLM gamma). The VGLM gamma model is calibrated between

gridded and point scale (station) observations. For evaluation we adopt the perfect predictor exper-15

imental setup of VALUE. Precipitation is in most cases improved by (parts of) our method across

different European climates. The method generally performs better in summer than in winter and in

winter best in the Mediterranean region with a mild winter climate and worst for continental winter

climate in mid & eastern Europe or Scandinavia. A strength of this two-step method is that the best

combination of methods can be selected. This implies that the concept can be extended to a wide20

range of method combinations.
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1 Introduction

To assess the impacts of hydrometeorological extremes in a changing climate high quality precip-

itation data on the point scale is often demanded. Much of our knowledge about future changes

in precipitation is based on global (GCMs) and/or regional climate models (RCMs). These have25

resolutions which are much coarser than typical spatial scales of processes relevant for precipita-

tion. This concerns particularly extreme precipitation, which is far more sensitive to resolution than

mean precipitation (Volosciuk et al., 2015). Although horizontal resolution of GCMs has succe-

sively increased since the first assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

(IPCC), resolving all important spatial and temporal scales remains beyond current computational30

capabilities for transient global climate change simulations (Le Treut et al., 2007). The simulation of

precipitation depends heavily on processes that are parameterized in current GCMs and also in most

RCMs (Flato et al., 2013). Biases related to parameterization schemes and unresolved processes thus

remain in addition to systematic biases related to the large scale circulation (e.g., Flato et al., 2013;

Kotlarski et al., 2014).35

Different approaches have been employed to downscale and/or reduce biases of simulated precip-

itation, particularly extremes: (a) high-resolution GCMs, (b) dynamical downscaling using RCMs

that are nested into the GCMs (Rummukainen, 2010), and (c) statistical downscaling including post-

processing with bias correction methods (Maraun et al., 2010). But even though high-resolution

GCMs and RCMs improve the representation of extreme precipitation by better resolving mesoscale40

atmospheric processes, biases remain and there is still a scale gap between the simulated gridbox val-

ues of precipitation and point scale data (i.e., rain gauges). Hence, statistical bias correction methods

are also applied to such high-resolution simulations. These so-called Model Output Statistics (MOS)-

approaches employ a correction function derived in present day simulations to future simulations of

the same model (Maraun et al., 2010).45

Quantile mapping (Piani et al., 2009), one example MOS-approach, is widely applied to statisti-

cally post-process simulated precipitation. While this might be a reasonable approach for correcting

biases on the same spatial scale, variability on local scales is not fully determined by grid-scale

variability, e.g., the exact location, size or intensity of a thunderstorm. This is part of the represen-

tativeness problem between gridbox and point values (Zwiers et al., 2013). Quantile mapping is a50

deterministic approach that cannot add random variability. It simply inflates the variance leading

to too smooth variance in space and time, and overestimation of extremes (von Storch, 1999; Ma-

raun, 2013a). Standard downscaling approaches in turn have a limited ability to correct systematic

biases. Wong et al. (2014) developed a model that jointly bias corrects and downscales precipitation

at daily scales. However, this approach relies on pairwise correspondence between predictor and55

predictand for calibration that is only provided by nudged GCM/RCM simulations, and is not able

to post-process standard, free-running GCM-simulations (Eden et al., 2014).
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Here we present a modification of the Wong et al. (2014)–approch that is designed to also work

in principle for free running GCM/RCMs, such as those available from ENSEMBLES (van der

Linden and Mitchell, 2009) or CORDEX (e.g., Jacob et al., 2013). With the aim of combining their60

respective advantages we combine a statistical bias correction and a stochastic downscaling method.

Thereby we separate bias correction from downscaling by inserting a gridded observational dataset

as reference between these two steps. In particular, as first step we apply a parametric quantile

mapping approach between an RCM and a gridded observational dataset. In a second step we bridge

the scale gap between gridded and point scale by employing a stochastic regression-based model65

that is calibrated between gridded and station observations and then applied to the bias corrected

precipitation from the first step.

In section 2 the general concept is introduced, the data used are described in section 3. In section 4

we present the bias correction and the stochastic downscaling model. Results of the evaluation of our

model for example stations across Europe are provided in section 5 and finally, section 6 contains70

the conclusion.

2 General concept

We separate bias correction from downscaling into two steps to overcome the shortcomings of each

method and to combine their respective strengths. Our concept is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.

In the first step, we use the advantage of distribution-wise bias correction (i.e., the correction func-75

tion is calibrated on long-term distributions) to eliminate systematic biases in the RCM. While this

distribution-wise setting may correct systematic RCM-biases it cannot bridge the gap between grid-

box and point scale for two reasons. First, a considerable portion of subgrid variability is random for

precipitation and has to be modeled as stochastic noise. Yet, distribution-wise MOS-methods are de-

terministic and do thus not add unexplained random variability. Second, distribution-wise methods80

cannot separate local variability into systematic explained variability and small-scale unexplained

variability. Moreover, when simulated short-term variability is inflated to match local variability,

long-term trends are also inflated (Maraun, 2013a). Therefore, we only apply this distribution-wise

method to correct biases on the same spatial scale, i.e., as reference we use gridded observations

on the same grid as the RCM. In the second step, we employ a stochastic regression-based model85

to overcome the representativeness problem. This regression model corrects systematic local effects

(e.g., whether a rain gauge is positioned on the lee or windward side of a mountain). It also adds

random (unexplained) small scale variability, in contrast to approaches of combined methods that

employ spatial interpolation for downscaling (Wood and Maurer, 2002; Wood et al., 2004; Payne

et al., 2004) or rescale the grid-scale precipitation with a factor to match the observations (Ahmed90

et al., 2013). We calibrate the probabilistic regression model between gridded and point scale ob-

servations and apply it then to the corrected grid-scale time series in the validation period. This
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Regional climate model

Corrected at grid scale 

Corrected & downscaled to point scale

1) Bias correction

2) Stochastic Downscaling

Calibration Prediction

Regional climate model

Gridded observations

Station observations

Figure 1. Schematic of the combined statistical bias correction and stochastic downscaling model.

corresponds to a perfect prog (PP) setting for the regression, while the bias is corrected in the first

step.

With this concept in place, basically in the first step any reasonable distribution-wise MOS-95

approach, and in the second step any adequate stochastic model can be employed. A strength of this

concept is its flexibility, i.e., the best suitable combination of statistical models for a given location

and season can be determined. In this study, we employ a quantile mapping (QM) approach based

on the mixture distribution of a gamma and a generalized Pareto distribution (Vrac and Naveau,

2007) in the first step. The model used in the second step consists of a logistic regression for wet day100

probabilities and a vector generalized linear model predicting the parameters of a gamma probability

distribution (VGLM gamma) for precipitation intensities.

To evaluate and illustrate our method we adopt the perfect predictor experimental setup of the

VALUE-framework (Maraun et al., 2015), which uses a reanalysis-driven RCM. Hence, in the sim-

ulated precipitation time series only biases resulting from the RCM are present but no GCM biases.105

We note that although this is a pairwise setup where simulated and observed weather states are in

principle in synch (with the exception of the internal variability generated within the RCM) we only

use the simulated and observed distribution for the bias correction. Thus, as explained above, the

approach can be transferred to any simulation setup.

The method is evaluated by five-fold cross validation for 86 stations across Europe (as selected for110

the VALUE experiment) representing different climates. In the evaluation of our model we compare

eight European subdomains: the British Isles (BI), the Iberian Peninsula (IP), France (FR), Mid-

Europe (ME), Scandinavia (SC), the Alps (AL), the Mediterranean (MD) and eastern Europe (EA).

These domains have been defined within the PRUDENCE-project (Christensen and Christensen,

2007) and are often used for RCM-evaluation (e.g., Kotlarski et al., 2014). Although climatic differ-115
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ences within these subdomains remain they summarize European climate zones and intercomparison

amongst them allows for studying large-scale gradients (e.g., from maritime (west) to continental

(east) or from cold (north) to mild (south) winters). We slightly extended the PRUDENCE-regions

SC, AL and MD such that all studied rain gauges are included in the analysis.

3 Data120

As prescribed by the perfect predictor experiment within the VALUE framework we use the RCM

RACMO2 from the KNMI (van Meijgaard et al., 2012) to test our method for the time period from

1979–2008. The RCM has been driven with ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011) within the

EURO-CORDEX framework (Jacob et al., 2013). The simulation has been carried out at a horizontal

resolution of 0.44◦ (∼50 km) over a rotated grid.125

As gridded observational dataset E-OBS version 10 (Haylock et al., 2008) is used, also at 0.44◦

resolution. We have in fact chosen 0.44◦ horizontal resolution for the RCM and E-OBS as the “true”

resolution of E-OBS might in some regions not be higher due to sparse rain gauge density included

in the dataset1 which might result in too smooth extremes (Haylock et al., 2008; Hofstra et al., 2009a,

b; Maraun et al., 2011a) and hence, an unreliable reference for the bias correction at least for summer130

extremes. Moreover, this could cause artificial smoothing of extremes by bias correction. In some

regions where station density is very sparse this might even hold true for the chosen resolution.

Although E-OBS is probably in some regions not an appropriate reference it is the best available

gridded dataset covering the whole EURO-CORDEX domain. The E-OBS reference gridbox for

both steps (bias correction and downscaling) is generally the closest gridbox to the respective sta-135

tion. If the closest gridbox is an ocean gridbox (i.e., for coastal and island stations) and only contains

missing values we select the gridbox with the highest correlation in winter between daily precipi-

tation at the given station and the five closest E-OBS-gridboxes. In winter the spatial decorrelation

length of precipitation is generally large implying that often several gridboxes are affected by the

same weather system, and thus, the gridbox with the most similar climate can be reliably identi-140

fied. Accordingly, the closest RCM-gridbox to the selected E-OBS-gridbox is employed in the bias

correction step which might differ from the closest RCM-gridbox to the station.

For local scale observations we used 86 stations across Europe from ECA&D (Klein Tank et al.,

2002) selected by the VALUE experimental framework (Maraun et al., 2015). The locations and ids

of these stations are illustrated in Fig. 2. A detailed analysis is carried out for some example stations145

representing different climates (highlighted in blue in Fig. 2).

1For station density of actual E-OBS versions refer to the ECA&D website:

http://www.ecad.eu/dailydata/datadictionary.php
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Figure 2. Location and IDs of used rain gauges from ECA&D. IDs of red marked stations from left to right:

244, 243, 4002, 58, 13. Stations for detailed analysis are marked blue.

4 Statistical Model

4.1 Step 1: Bias correction

In our model we correct several biases. In a first step, we correct the “location bias” (Maraun and

Widmann, 2015) by choosing the gridbox with the highest correlation between the winter seasonal150

mean of RCM and gridded observations among 11 RCM-gridboxes around the closest gridbox to the

observations. In the second step, the “drizzle” effect is corrected by increasing the wet day threshold

for the RCM such that the number of wet days (closely) matches the gridded observations with a

threshold of 0.1 mm d−1. Finally, we correct precipitation intensities of wet days (i.e., exceeding

the corrected wet day threshold) using a quantile mapping (QM) approach which is described in155

the following. The correction function y = f(x) between the simulated (x) and the corrected (y)

values of daily precipitation intensities such that the corrected values match the observations is based

on the cumulative distribution functions (cdfs) as: cdfobs(f(x)) = cdfRCM (x) (Piani et al., 2009).

To allow for extrapolation in a future climate to unobserved precipitation intensities and to avoid

deterioration of future extremes that might occur with an approach that relies on empirical cdfs we160

chose a parametric QM-approach.
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To model precipitation intensities the gamma distribution is commonly used (Katz, 1977). While

the bulk of precipitation is generally well represented the tail of the gamma distribution is usually

too light to capture high and extreme rainfall intensities (e.g., Vrac and Naveau, 2007; Maraun et al.,

2010). Thus, an extreme value distribution, such as the generalized Pareto (GP) distribution (Coles,165

2001), might be required to model the extremes of the precipitation distribution. To correct the

whole precipitation distribution including extreme tails we apply the mixture distribution of Vrac

and Naveau (2007) which consists of a gamma distribution for the precipitation mass and a GP

distribution for the extreme tail. This model is a variant of Frigessi et al. (2002). The distribution

lφ(x) of observed precipitation x on wet days is modeled as170

lφ(x) = c(φ)({[1−wm,τ (x)]fλ,γ(x)}+ [wm,τ (x)gξ,σ(x)]) ,

φ= (λ,γ,ξ,σ,m,τ), (1)

where fλ,γ is the probability density function (pdf) of the gamma distribution with the rate parameter

λ and the shape parameter γ,

fλ,γ(x) =
λγ

Γ(λ)
xγ−1e−λx, λ,γ > 0, (2)175

and gξ,σ is the pdf of the GP distribution:

gξ,σ(x) =
1

σ

[
1+

ξ(x−u)

σ

]− 1
ξ−1

for x≥ u, (3)

with the scale parameter σ > 0 and the shape parameter ξ which determines the tail behavior of the

GP distribution as follows: ξ < 0: bounded tail; ξ→ 0: exponential distribution (light tailed); and

ξ > 0: infinite heavy tail. Here, we constrain ξ ≥ 0 to ensure that our model can be applied to a180

future climate that may experience higher values than those observed during the present day training

period for the model. The function wm,τ is a weight function that determines the transition between

the gamma and GP pdfs as

wm,τ (x) =
1

2
+

1

π
arctan

(
x−m

τ

)
, m,τ > 0, (4)

with the location parameter m denoting the location of the center of this transition and the transition185

rate τ influencing the rapidity of the transition between the two distributions. To finally obtain the

mixture pdf the mixture function (Eq. 1) must be normalized which is carried out here by multi-

plying the mixture function by a constant c(φ). In the mixture pdf (Eq. 1) the threshold u in the

GP distribution (Eq. 3) is set to zero, as the location parameter m of the weight function (Eq. 4)

fulfills the purpose of a threshold in Eq. 1. Moreover, setting the threshold to zero and applying a190
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weight function instead solves also the problem of threshold selection with unsupervised estimation

and avoids discontinuity in the mixture pdf lφ(x) (Eq. 1) (Vrac and Naveau, 2007). The parameters

for lφ(x) are estimated using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). For technical details on the

implementation of this model and applied model selection procedures please refer to appendix A.

4.2 Step 2: Stochastic downscaling195

To bridge the scale gap we apply the regression model developed by Wong et al. (2014) as follows.

We determine the statistical relationship between gridded and station observations. This statistical

relationship is then applied to QM-bias corrected or uncorrected RCM-simulated precipitation (se-

lected according to appendix A2) as predictor. To be able to estimate the distribution of precipitation

as a function of a given predictor a stationary distribution is not sufficient. The family of generalized200

linear models (GLMs) extends linear regression to such purposes (e.g., Dobson, 2001). In this frame-

work the time-dependent expectation of a random variable is linked via a monotonic link function

to a linear combination of predictors. The logistic regression model belongs to the class of GLMs

and is often used to model the changing probability of rainfall occurrence (Chandler and Wheater,

2002). We model the probability pi of a day i being wet (i.e., greater than the threshold selected205

earlier at 0.1 mm d−1) as a function of bias corrected RCM precipitation xi as

h(pi) = log

(
pi

1− pi

)
= αxi +β (5)

where h(·) is the logit link function and the parameters α and β are estimated by MLE.

Subsequently, precipitation intensity on wet days is modeled using a vector generalized linear

model (VGLM) as regression model (Yee and Wild, 1996; Yee and Stephenson, 2007). VGLMs are210

an extension of GLMs. While GLMs describe the conditional mean of a wide range of distributions

VGLMs allow for prediction of a vector of parameters from the same set of predictors which is

useful if one is also interested in the variance or the extremes of a distribution. Wong et al. (2014)

implemented a mixture model-version (see Eq. 1) and a gamma model-version (see Eq. 2) employing

a VGLM. Here we apply the VGLM gamma version as calibration and model selection procedure for215

the VGLM mixture model is computationally rather expensive. The simpler gamma model might be

sufficient here as in the downscaling step a predictor is employed that already explains a large portion

of the variance. The quality of downscaled precipitation does not only depend on the chosen model

but also on the quality of the predictor. Employing the mixture model for the bias correction step is

thus meaningful to ensure a good representation of higher quantiles and extremes in the predictor220

although downscaling is performed with a simpler gamma model. The scale θ (the inverse of λ in

Eq. 2) and the shape γ parameters depend linearly on the simulated precipitation xi. The model has

the form
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θi = θ0 +ψθxi

γi = γ0 +ψγxi (6)225

where the regression parameters ψθ, and ψγ are estimated by MLE.

Combining the probability of wet day occurrence and the gamma model distribution defining the

precipitation intensities we get the probability that observed precipitation on a given day (Ri) is less

than or equal to a particular precipitation intensity (r):

Prθ,γ(Ri ≤ r) = Γθ,γ(Ri ≤ r |W )pi +(1− pi) (7)230

where Γθ,γ(Ri ≤ r |W ) is the gamma (cdf) and pi is the probability of that given day being wet.

5 Results

We first assess the performance of the two steps (bias correction and downscaling) individually.

Second, we evaluate the combined method. The first step (bias correction) is evaluated against the

gridded E-OBS dataset although E-OBS might underrepresent the extremes in some regions where235

station density is sparse. The second step (downscaling) and the combined model (step 1 & 2) are

evaluated against station observations.

5.1 Evaluation of Step 1: Bias Correction vs. E-OBS

Figure 3 shows the cross-validated selected predictor (uncorrected RCM: triangles, QM-corrected

RCM: circles) that is used in the second step for downscaling. For predictor selection we apply the240

Cramér-von Mises-score (CvM, Eq. A1, appendix A2) which represents the mean squared error of

a cdf compared to a reference cdf (cdf-bias hereafter). The predictor is selected based on the lower

CvM-score of the cross-validated QM-corrected time series and the raw uncorrected RCM with

gridded observations as reference. Generally our bias correction often improves precipitation. It is

selected 73 times in December–February (DJF) and 49 times in June–August (JJA) out of 86 rain245

gauges.

The CvM-values of the selected predictor (Fig. 3a, b) indicate that the cdf-bias is generally lower

in JJA than in DJF. In DJF the cdf-bias is lowest in the Mediterranean region with a mild winter

climate. Yet, the CvM-criterion is quite sensitive to small deviations between the cdfs. The highest

selected CvM-values are found for Graz (Austria) in JJA, and Leba (northern Poland), Siedlce (east-250

ern Poland) and Dresden (eastern Germany) in DJF. QQ-Plots for these high CvM-values (Fig. 4)

suggest that the corrected time series are still usable and show improvements compared to the raw

RCM although they are of course not a perfect match of the observations. Figure 5 summarizes Fig. 3
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over the European subdomains by boxplots. Spatial variability throughout the subdomain is quanti-

fied by CvM-variability represented by the box. In DJF the boxplots confirm the lowest cdf-bias in255

the Mediterranean region (MD & IP) that is already visible in the map (Fig. 3a). The highest median

is in ME. Yet, although the median is slightly lower than in ME spatial variability is largest in EA,

extending to the highest CvM-values. This indicates that there are problems with continental winter

climate which persist after bias correction as in ME and EA mostly the bias corrected model is se-

lected (Fig. 3a). QQ-Plots of the two worst examples in EA (Leba and Siedlce; Fig. 4) show that the260

complete precipitation time series remains too wet whereas in the worst example of ME (Dresden;

Fig. 4) the bias correction performs well for most values and only fails in the highest quantile. In

JJA the CvM-score and hence the cdf-bias is very low and no pronounced differences between the

subdomains can be identified (Fig. 5a).
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Figure 3. Step 1: Bias correction. (a, b) CvM-score for selected cross-validated predictor against E-OBS. (c, d)

Percentage of wet days in CvM-selected cross-validated predictor exceeding the 95th percentile of wet days in

E-OBS (%sim > perc95obs). Model selected: circles: QM, triangles: RCM.

The representation of heavy precipitation by the selected predictor is evaluated by the percent-265

age of simulated values that are higher than the 95th percentile of the observations on wet days

(%sim > perc95obs, Figs. 3c, d, 5c, d). Thus, in a “perfect” model this would be exactly 5% (yellow).

In many locations there are slightly too many “extremes”, i.e., the occurrence of heavy precipitation

(> perc95obs) is overestimated, particularly in DJF. Consistent with the CvM-score the overestima-

tion in heavy-precipitation-occurrence increases in DJF from west to east (FR → ME → EA) and is270
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Figure 4. Step 1: Bias correction. QQ-Plots of RCM-simulated and QM-corrected precipitation (mm d−1)

against E-OBS for stations with high CvM-score.
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Figure 5. Step 1: Bias correction. Boxplots of (a, b) CvM-score and (c, d) percentage of simulated wet days

exceeding the observed 95th percentile (%sim > perc95obs) for CvM-selected cross-validated predictor in Euro-

pean subdomains: British Isles (BI), Iberian Peninsula (IP), France (FR), Mid-Europe (ME), Scandinavia (SC),

Alps (AL), Mediterranean (MD) and eastern Europe (EA). Outlier out of range in (b) AL & all: 12.95.
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again highest in EA, followed by ME and SC (Fig. 5c). In JJA the occurrence of heavy precipitation

is quite well represented in AL and BI (Fig. 5d), it is, however, in some locations underestimated

(Fig. 3d). In the other subregions the occurrence of heavy precipitation is also slightly overestimated

in JJA (Fig. 5d).

5.2 Evaluation of Step 2: Downscaling vs. Station275

Here we present some examples to illustrate the performance for different climates of the VGLM

gamma, calibrated between gridded (E-OBS) and point scale (station) observations. All results

shown here are calibrated over the complete time period and then predicted by E-OBS as predic-

tor for the same time period to evaluate the goodness of fit. As we do not use the cross-validated

time series here the best possible relationship is presented. For a detailed evaluation of the VGLM280

gamma for the relationship between nudged RCM/GCM simulations and station observations over

the British Isles refer to Wong et al. (2014) and Eden et al. (2014).

To evaluate the goodness of fit we use residual QQ-plots (Fig. 6 for DJF and Fig. 8 for JJA). As

a QQ-plot requires quantiles of an unconditional distribution we standardized the interdaily vary-

ing distribution to a stationary gamma distribution (Coles, 2001; Wong et al., 2014). Note that the285

values of model and observation are shifted due to the standardization depending on the strength of

the predictor. Improvements by the VGLM gamma compared to the predictor can be seen in most

examples ranging from Scandinavia to the Mediterranean and from the Atlantic coast to eastern

Europe in both seasons. However, in some stations the VGLM gamma modeled quantiles compare

well to station observations (at least in Malaga better than the predictor) up to a certain quantile290

(e.g., Sibiu: ∼12 mm d−1 and Malaga: ∼42 mm d−1 in DJF) while there is a wet bias for intensi-

ties of the higher quantiles. To understand this model behavior we analyze the predictor-predictand

relationship in Fig. 7 for DJF and Fig. 9 for JJA. Circles are the observed gridded against point

scale precipitation intensities. The lines represent the 10%, 25%, 50% (median), 75%, 90% and 95%

quantiles of the VGLM gamma model as a function of the predictor. This function of course fits best295

in the range where most of the values used to estimate the relationship are. For instance, in Sibiu

(Malaga) for higher predictor values (Sibiu: >15 mm d−1, Malaga: >42 mm d−1) the predictands are

around or below the 25% (50%) quantile of the model, and thus, simulated systematically too high

by the VGLM. In both cases the bulk of the distribution is well captured however. This problem is

also visible at other stations, e.g., Dresden or Karasjok. In JJA it is even more pronounced (Fig. 9),300

particularly in Dresden and Sibiu where the high predictor values are even below the modeled 10%

quantile. For such cases the generalized linear relationship between the predictor and the parameters

of the gamma distribution appears to be not flexible enough to capture the true relationship which

can be non-linear. Additionally, in eastern Europe the station density included in E-OBS is low2.

2For station density of actual E-OBS versions refer to the ECA&D website:

http://www.ecad.eu/dailydata/datadictionary.php
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Hence, in the E-OBS-gridbox closest to Sibiu, there may be only very few (one or two) stations in-305

cluded, implying most likely a misrepresentation of gridbox-precipitation. This problem affects the

calibration of the model where E-OBS is used as reference as well as simulations employing E-OBS

or precipitation that is corrected to E-OBS as predictor.

In both DJF (Fig. 7) and JJA (Fig. 9) Sonnblick and Brocken show a concave function whereas

the function in the other example-stations is generally convex. The rain gauges at Sonnblick and310

Brocken are on top of the respective mountain. Although their climate is quite different as Sonnblick

is a high mountain in the Alps (altitude: 3106 m) whereas the Brocken is the highest mountain in the

northern German low mountain range Harz (altitude: 1142 m) they have an exposed position coming

along with high variability in common. These results show that the VGLM gamma is capable to

model the scale relationship for such exposed places of high variability quite well (Figs. 6 – 9).315
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Figure 6. Step 2: Downscaling. QQ-Plots for example stations in DJF. VGLM gamma standardized to sta-

tionary gamma distribution fitted to observed wet day intensities between gridded and point scale precipitation

observations (mm d−1).
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Figure 7. Step 2: Downscaling. Estimated relation between gridded and point scale precipitation observations

for example stations in DJF. VGLM gamma where both parameters depend on the predictor fitted to observed

wet day intensities. The predictor is E-OBS. Circles: observed precipitation intensities (mm d−1), lines: 0.1,

0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9 and 0.95 modeled quantile (mm d−1).

5.3 Evaluation of the Combination of Steps 1 & 2: Bias Correction & Downscaling vs.

Station

In the combined model the VGLM gamma, calibrated against E-OBS, is applied to the predictor

selected in section 5.1 (Fig. 3). Here we evaluate precipitation simulated by predictor&VGLM with

station observations as reference, and compare it to the uncorrected RCM-simulated precipitation320

and to the QM-corrected precipitation.

To evaluate the predictor&VGLM-combined model we apply the same criteria as for the first

step (bias correction, sec. 5.1) but with station observations (i.e., point scale) as reference. The

CvM-scores (a, b) and the percentage of simulated values that are higher than the 95th percentile

of the observations on wet days (%sim > perc95obs, c, d) for the selected best model based on the325

CvM-criterion are shown in Fig. 10, and summarized by boxplots for the European subdomains in

Fig. 11. QQ-Plots for example stations are provided in Figs. 12 and 13 for DJF and JJA respectively.

Precipitation is improved in most cases by (parts of) our method. The uncorrected RCM (Fig. 10,

triangles) is only selected at 8 (7) stations in DJF (JJA). Yet, even if the RCM is selected the other
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Figure 8. As in Fig. 6, but for JJA.

models do not necessarily perform much worse such as in Stornoway in DJF (Fig. 12) or in Malaga330

in JJA (Fig. 13). The predictor&VGLM model (plotted as squares) is selected by CvM 25 times (45

times) in DJF (JJA). The more frequent selection of the VGLM in JJA compared to DJF is likely

related to the dominant underlying mechanism, i.e., in summer there are many small scale convective

precipitation events whereas in winter precipitation is mainly caused by large scale weather systems.

The CvM-values of the selected model (Fig. 10a, b) indicate that the cdf-bias is again generally335

lower in JJA than in DJF, and for DJF lowest in the Mediterranean region. In eastern Europe and

Scandinavia in DJF the VGLM is only rarely selected – in these regions the QM-corrected time

series which is on grid scale is mostly selected although the reference-cdf is on point scale (Fig. 10a).

This might be due to problems with the VGLM gamma as explained in section 5.2. The rather large

cdf-bias in ME, SC and EA in DJF could hence be related to the remaining scale gap as the QM-340

corrected time series is not expected to correctly represent the point scale. The QQ-Plot of Sibiu in

DJF (Fig. 12) illustrates this problem. The higher QM-corrected quantiles are as expected too low

and the VGLM fails at this station in DJF (see also section 5.2). Finding an adequate stochastic

model to bridge the scale gap might improve the representation of precipitation in such cases. Also

in JJA there are examples where the VGLM has not been selected but a suitable VGLM would likely345

further improve the results (Fig. 13, San Sebastian, Dresden & Karasjok). For, e.g., Brocken JJA
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Figure 9. As in Fig. 7, but for JJA.

and Sion DJF an improved VGLM may likely even improve the result although the VGLM has been

selected. However, finding the optimal model for all 86 stations is beyond the scope of our study.

The boxplots confirm again the good performance for DJF in the Mediterranean region (MD & IP),

and also in AL (Fig. 11a). The CvM-score and thus the cdf-bias is again very low in JJA, indicating350

good performance of our method with no pronounced difference between the European subregions

(Fig. 11b). Yet, the sensitivity of the CvM-score is illustrated by Stornoway in JJA (Fig. 13) as this

example still yields suitable results despite the relatively high CvM-score.

The occurrence of heavy precipitation in the CvM-selected model is slightly overestimated in

most subregions in DJF (Figs. 10c & 11c), though quite well represented in IP & FR (Fig. 11c).355

In JJA heavy precipitation occurence is quite well estimated (Figs. 10d & 11d). The median of

most subregions is very close to 5% (the “perfect” model would have exactly 5%). However, some

stations, particularly in EA, underestimate the occurrence of heavy precipitation. These are in most

cases stations where the VGLM has not been selected, likely indicating problems with the VGLM

and the remaining scale gap (see paragraph before & section 5.2).360

Ideal performance of our combined model is illustrated in the example QQ-Plot of Malaga in

DJF (Fig. 12), i.e., QM corrects the RCM-simulated precipitation on the same scale and the VGLM

bridges the remaining scale gap, resulting in a good match of the observations. Sonnblick in DJF
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Figure 10. Step 1 & 2: Combined model. (a, b) CvM-values for selected cross-validated model. (c, d) Percentage

of cross-validated model values exceeding the 95th percentile of station observations (%sim > perc95obs) for

cross-validated CvM-selected model. For the VGLM the criteria were computed for 100 realisations and then

averaged. Model selection: squares: predictor&VGLM, circles: QM, triangles: RCM. Note the different color

scales than in Fig. 3.

(Fig. 12) and JJA (Fig. 13) and Brocken in DJF (Fig. 12) are also well performing examples. The

QQ-Plot of San Sebastian in DJF (Fig. 12) shows the benefit of selecting the predictor by CvM as in365

this case the RCM is used as predictor for the VGLM. Here using the QM-corrected time series may

result in too high extremes. Sion in JJA (Fig. 13) is another good example for the benefit of model

selection where the RCM has been selected as predictor. Here the high VGLM-simulated quantiles

are already overestimated in this setting and would likely be even higher should the QM-corrected

predictor be employed.370

5.4 Intercomparison of all Models

In this section an intercomparison of all models (not only the selected best model) for all subregions

is presented. Figure 14 shows boxplots for the CvM-score. Generally the cdf-bias is lower in JJA

than in DJF for all models, already for the uncorrected RCM (apart from BI). In the Mediterranean

region (MD & IP) there is a very low cdf-bias in all models, indicating general good performance.375

The effect of the VGLM depends on region and season. The representation of precipitation is gen-

erally improved by the VGLM in BI, IP, AL and MD in both seasons. However, in FR, ME, SC and
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Figure 11. Step 1 & 2: Combined model. Boxplots of (a, b) CvM-score and (c, d) percentage of simulated

wet days exceeding the observed 95th percentile (%sim > perc95obs) for cross-validated CvM-selected model.

Regions: British Isles (BI), Iberian Peninsula (IP), France (FR), Mid-Europe (ME), Scandinavia (SC), Alps

(AL), Mediterranean (MD) and eastern Europe (EA). Note the different scales of the y-axes than in Fig. 5.

Outliers out of range in (a) ME & all: 22.19; SC & all: 27.12 & 31.35.

EA in DJF the VGLM introduces biases. The bias increases from west to east (FR → ME → EA)

with largest spatial variability in EA, extending to high CvM-values. For continental winter cli-

mate the used VGLM gamma model appears thus to be not the ideal model. This rises the question380

why the results become worse when statistical post-processing is applied. One potential reason for

these problems with the VGLM in some regions is that the VGLM gamma is not flexible enough

to capture the true predictor-predictand relationship if this relationship is non-linear, as discussed in

sections 5.2 & 5.3. The final downscaled marginal distribution may thus be wrong even though it

was properly adjusted by the bias correction step. As the predictor-predictand relationship is always385

estimated such that it follows well the bulk of the distribution this problem occurs for predictand

values at the very low ends of the VGLM conditional distribution. Furthermore, particularly in EA

and FR E-OBS may be an inappropriate reference for calibration in both QM and VGLM due to low

station density. Yet, in SC stations in E-OBS are relatively dense and thus, the bias introduced by the

VGLM is in that case not attributable to E-OBS quality. In DJF SC has the highest RCM-bias among390

all subregions. This suggests a detailed evaluation of this high bias which is beyond the scope of our

study however.
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Figure 12. QQ-Plots (cross-validated) for example stations of different models against station observations

for DJF (mm d−1). For the VGLM the quantiles (i.e., sorted time series) of the 100 realisations are averaged.

Predictor for VGLM as selected by CvM-criterion: (red circles) QM-bias corrected RCM, (brown triangles)

uncorrected RCM.

To infer the performance of all studied models in estimating the occurrence of heavy precipita-

tion boxplots for the percentage of simulated values that are higher than the 95th percentile of the

observations on wet days (%sim > perc95obs) for all models are provided in Fig. 15. The estimated395

occurrence of heavy precipitation is improved by the VGLM in many cases, although generally

slightly overestimated. In AL the VGLM considerably improves the cdf-bias (Fig. 14f) and the oc-

currence of heavy precipitation (Fig. 15f) in both DJF and JJA compared to the uncorrected and

QM-corrected RCM. In SC in DJF one should be careful as although the occurrence of heavy pre-

cipitation is considerably improved by the VGLM (Fig. 15e) it introduces biases when the whole cdf400

is evaluated (Fig. 14e) and is thus not recommended. Concerning heavy precipitation occurrence our

model shows a similar behavior for all subregions in JJA (Fig. 15). The QM-bias correction generally

corrects to too few “extremes” which is subsequently improved again by the VGLM though mostly

to slightly too many “extremes”. This model behavior as exhibited in JJA is exactly what would be

expected due to the scale gap between gridded and point scale. Due to more small scale convective405
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Figure 13. As in Fig. 12, but for JJA. Highest VGLM-modeled quantile in Dresden out of range: 3609 mm d−1.

extremes this scale gap has a larger impact in summer whereas in winter most extremes are caused

by large scale weather systems that are generally better represented by the gridbox scale, also in

coarser resolutions. IP is the only subregion showing this behavior also in DJF.

To infer whether our model has predictive power we cannot assess temporal correspondence com-

pared to observations as in Wong et al. (2014) and Eden et al. (2014) because we use an RCM that is410

not nudged and even though driven with perfect boundary conditions (reanalysis) this is not a clean

pairwise setup. Instead we evaluate spatial autocorrelation which is the correlation of a variable with

itself in geographical space. This allows to evaluate whether the model correctly reproduces daily

spatial autocorrelations and thus the spatial extent of precipitation patterns including its variability

in time compared to observed precipitation. In Fig. 16 correlograms of the cross-validated time se-415

ries of all models (RCM, QM, 100 VGLM-realisations) and station observations as reference are

provided. The spatial autocorrelation of QM-bias corrected precipitation decays very similar to un-

corrected RCM-precipitation and shows thus only little improvement of spatial autocorrelation com-

pared to point scale observations. The spatial autocorrelation of VGLM-downscaled precipitation

decays more similar to the station observations than the QM-corrected or uncorrected RCM in both420

DJF and JJA, more pronounced in JJA. The spatial dependence is thus improved by the stochastic
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Figure 14. Intercomparison of all cross-validated models (not only selected). Boxplots of CvM-score for all

models in different subregions: British Isles (BI), Iberian Peninsula (IP), France (FR), Mid-Europe (ME), Scan-

dinavia (SC), Alps (AL), Mediterranean (MD) and eastern Europe (EA). For the VGLM the CvM-score was

computed for 100 realisations and then averaged. Outlier out of range in (d, i) RCM DJF: 54.19.

downscaling step. The long decorrelation length in DJF is underestimated by our stochastic, single-

site model, which indicates a slightly too strong noise component. A spatial model considering more

than one station might improve the predictive power of our model.

6 Conclusions425

We introduced the concept of a combined statistical bias correction and stochastic downscaling

method for precipitation. We thereby extend the stochastic Model Output Statistics (MOS)-approach

developed by Wong et al. (2014) beyond nudged simulations to free running GCM/RCM simulations.

We applied our method to precipitation simulated by the RCM KNMI-RACMO2 driven with ERA-

Interim boundary conditions within the EURO-CORDEX framework. As the RCM is driven with430

reanalysis we only correct RCM-biases. Our method corrects the “drizzle effect” (i.e., too many wet

days), too low precipitation values in the rain shadows caused by not enough windward air masses
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Figure 15. As in Fig. 14, but for percentage of simulated wet days exceeding the observed 95th percentile

(%sim > perc95obs). Outlier out of range in (g, i) QM DJF: 41.07%.

crossing the mountain range (“location bias”, Maraun and Widmann, 2015), and precipitation in-

tensity. To correct the “drizzle effect” we increased the wet day threshold such that the number of

wet days (closely) matches the gridded observations with a threshold of 0.1 mm d−1. To overcome435

the “location bias” we selected the RCM-gridbox that best represents the climate in the respective

gridbox of the gridded observations. Precipitation intensities were corrected by a parametric quan-

tile mapping (QM) approach between RCM and gridded observations on the same spatial scale. As

precipitation is highly variable in space and time not all variability can be explained by the gridbox

scale (Maraun, 2013a). To bridge the gap between gridbox and point scale we applied a stochastic440

regression-based model. For evaluation we adopted the experimental framework of VALUE (Ma-

raun et al., 2015). In this context, we applied our method to 86 example rain gauges across Europe

representing different climates, and carried out a five-fold cross-validation.

Our specific implementation for the QM-bias correction (first step) of wet day intensities employs

the mixture distribution of a gamma distribution for the precipitation mass and a generalized Pareto445

(GP) distribution for the extreme tail (Frigessi et al., 2002; Vrac and Naveau, 2007). The stochastic
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suming that the GCM/RCM correctly simulates climate change trends the CDF-t concept suggested

by Michelangeli et al. (2009) and Vrac et al. (2012) might be an appropriate framework. In their con-470

cept the correction function explicitely accounts for future trends in the RCM-simulated distribution.

Thereby simulated trends in all moments are kept after bias correction. For instance, regions where

an increase in extreme precipitation accompanied by a decrease in mean precipitation is projected

(e.g., in Central European summer, Christensen and Christensen, 2003; Maraun, 2013b) these trends

might be better represented by employing a CDF-t method. Yet, in this study we have not employed475

this variant as in our setting the validation period is too short to achieve an appropriate fit of the

future mixture distribution. Quantifying the differences between the quantile mapping approach we

employed here and a CDF-t approach is left for future work when our combined method will be

applied to climate change scenarios.

The stochastic downscaling (second step) improves the estimated occurrence of heavy precip-480

itation in many regions. Furthermore, spatial autocorrelation is improved by the VGLM showing

the importance of randomization in the framework of downscaling as already pointed out by, e.g.,

von Storch (1999) and Maraun (2013a). Moreover, when downscaling climate change scenarios the

randomization component of the VGLM that adds small scale unexplained variability does not mod-

ify trends in contrast to purely deterministic methods (e.g., QM). Yet, the deterministic part of the485

VGLM that corrects systematic local effects (e.g., lee/windward side of a mountain) alters the pdf,

and may thus also change trends. The stochastic downscaling-step is more important in JJA for both

estimation of heavy precipitation occurence and spatial autocorrelation. This can be attributed to

the different underlying main mechanism for heavy precipitation. In summer heavy precipitation is

often caused by small scale convective events whereas in winter large scale weather systems dom-490

inate. Hence, there is less small scale variability unexplained by the gridbox in DJF. In DJF spatial

autocorrelation is slightly underestimated by the VGLM which is likely related to the long decor-

relation length of precipitation in winter that is not correctly represented in our single-site model

indicating a slightly too strong noise component. An extension of our method to a multi-site model

would likely improve this feature and can be subject of future work. In France, Mid-Europe, eastern495

Europe and Scandinavia in DJF the VGLM introduces biases, raising the question why the results

become worse when statistical post-processing is applied. Particularly in France and eastern Europe

the E-OBS gridded observational dataset may be an unreliable reference for model calibration for

both the QM and the VGLM due to low station density. The “true” resolution of E-OBS in these re-

gions might be coarser than the resolution it is gridded to. This highlights that the applicability of our500

method is limited to regions where high quality gridded datasets are available. Yet, a detailed evalu-

ation of the sensitivity of our method to station density in the gridded dataset is beyond the scope of

this study. The bias introduced by the VGLM generally increases from west to east, and thus, from

maritime to continental winter climate. However, in Scandinavia the VGLM also introduces biases

even though station density is high. In some cases the generalized linear relationship between the505
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predictor and the parameters of the gamma distribution appears to be not flexible enough to capture

the true predictor-predictand relationship which can be non-linear, particularly in but not restricted

to continental winter climate. In these regions there may be a more adequate parametric relationship

than our specific implementation. Problems with the current implementation may be related to, e.g.,

the linear structure of the model or the choice of the link function. For instance, another distribution510

in the VGLM (e.g., mixture model), splines as applied in Maraun et al. (2011b) or a vector general-

ized additive model (VGAM, Yee and Wild, 1996) are potential approaches. Yet, finding the optimal

model for each of the analyzed stations is beyond the scope of this study.

The general concept of combining two methods and thereby separating bias correction (MOS) and

downscaling (PP) into two steps is a powerful approach as it benefits from the respective method-515

ological advantages. Additionally, the strength of this two-step method is that the best combination

of methods can be selected. This implies that the concept can be extended to a wide range of method

combinations.

We developed our model in present day climate. In a climate change context the model does

not explicitely modify climate trends on a physical basis. Our model is thus only applicable where520

changes are correctly simulated by the GCM/RCM. For instance, changes in the dynamics of local

extreme convective events in summer that need even higher resolution up to convection-permitting

simulations (e.g., Kendon et al., 2014; Chan et al., 2014; Meredith et al., 2015) will also not be rep-

resented after statistical post-processing is applied. Bias correction and (dynamical and statistical)

downscaling of precipitation is only applicable if the large scale patterns and changes therein are525

simulated reasonably by the driving GCM (Eden et al., 2012; Hall, 2014). Therefore, when trans-

ferring our method to a GCM or GCM-driven RCM the relevant processes for precipitation in the

studied region need to be correctly simulated. For instance, biases in simulated precipitation related

to biases in the storm track (Chang et al., 2012), El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO; Zhang and

Sun, 2014), the monsoon (Hasson et al., 2013) or persistent weather regimes (Petoukhov et al., 2013;530

Palmer, 2013) cannot be statistically corrected in a physical sensible way.

Appendix A: Technical Details for Bias Correction Implementation and Model Selection

A1 Technical Details for Model Implementation

A non-zero wet day threshold assigns zero probability density to all intensities between zero and the

threshold, resulting in a misfit of the gamma distribution (Wong et al., 2014). To avoid this we shift535

precipitation on all wet days by subtracting the threshold for calibration. The estimated distribution

is subsequently shifted back by the threshold.

Numeric instabilites in the estimation of the mixture cdf may in rare cases result in a discon-

tinuous cdf (Fig. 17a). In these cases we interpolate linearly between the continuous probabilities

surrounding the discontinuity. The example cdf in Fig. 17a illustrates that this procedure is a rea-540
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ture model-probability (pmixture) for the RL100SGP must not exceed pGP for the 95% confidence565

interval of RL100SGP . Furthermore, pmixture for the 95% confidence interval of the RL100SGP

must not be very close to 1 (i.e., >1–1e-15) as a reasonable extrapolation to potentially higher values

under climate change would not be possible in that case.

To strictly avoid that bias correction deteriorates the predictor and introduces biases both the

complete cross-validated corrected time series and the raw RCM output are compared to gridded570

observations as reference using the Cramér-von Mises (CvM) criterion. The CvM is a measure for

the distance between two empirical cdfs (cdf-bias; Darling, 1957) and has been used to evaluate

cdf-based correction models before (e.g., Michelangeli et al., 2009; Vrac et al., 2012). If cdfref (x)

is the empirical cdf of observations as reference (i.e., the perfect bias correction would match this

reference) and cdfcorr(x) is the empirical cdf of the bias corrected time series the CvM statistics is575

defined as the integrated squared difference between cdfref and cdfcorr as follows

CvM=

∞∫

−∞

| cdfcorr(x)− cdfref (x) |2 dx (A1)

Here, the CvM is computed for both the corrected daily precipitation time series and the uncorrected

RCM simulated precipitation time series with E-OBS as reference. The predictor for downscaling is

selected based on the lower CvM. In other words, the bias correction is only used as predictor for580

the downscaling step if it improves the predictor compared to the raw uncorrected RCM.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations

AGCM Atmospheric General Circulation Model
AHS Averaged High-resolution Simulations
AIC Akaike’s Information Criterion
AL Alps
anom Anomaly
APHRODITE Asian Precipitation—Highly-Resolved Observational Data Integration

Towards Evaluation of the water resources
AR4 Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC)
BI British Isles
CAM Community Atmosphere Model developed by NCAR
CC Clausius Clapeyron
CCM3 Third generation Community Climate Model
cdf Cumulative Density Function
CDF-t Cumulative Distribution Function Transform (method)
clim Climatology
CMIP Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
CORDEX Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling Experiment
CPC Climate Prediction Center
CRS Coarser-Resolution Simulations
CTL Control simulation
CvM Cramér-von Mises (score/criterion)
DJF December, January, February
EA Eastern Europe
ECA&D European Climate Assessment & Dataset
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ECHAM5 Fifth generation climate model originally evolved from the ECMWF
with parameterizations of the MPIM Hamburg

ECMWF European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts
ENSO El Niño-Southern Oscillation
E-OBS European Observational Dataset
ESM Earth System Model
EVT Extreme Value Theory
FAR First Assessment Report (IPCC)
FR France
fvCAM2 Second generation finite volume dynamics version

of the Community Atmosphere Model
GCM General Circulation Model;

in Volosciuk et al. (2016a): Global Climate Model
GEV Generalised Extreme Value (distribution)
GLM Generalised Linear Model
GP Generalised Pareto (distribution)
GPCP Global Precipitation Climatology Project
HadISST Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature
HLRN North-German Supercomputing Alliance

(Norddeutscher Verbund für Hoch- und Höchstleistungsrechnen)
IP Iberian Peninsula
IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
ITCZ Intertropical Convergence Zone
JJA June, July, August
KNMI Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute
MAM March, April, May
MD Mediterranean
ME Mid-Europe
MLE Maximum Likelihood Estimation
MOS Model Output Statistics
MPIM Max-Planck Institute for Meteorology
MSLP Mean Sea Level Pressure
NCAR National Center for Atmospheric Research
NCEP National Centers for Environmental Prediction



Acronyms and Abbreviations V

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
OISST Optimal Interpolation Sea Surface Temperature
pdf Probability Density Function
PP Perfect Prog
PWM Probability Weighted Moments
SC Scandinavia
QM Quantile Mapping
QQ-Plot Quantile-Quantile-Plot
RACMO2 Second generation of the Regional Atmospheric Climate MOdel

developed by the KNMI
RCM Regional Climate Model
RL20S 20-Season Return Level
RMSE Root Mean Squared Error
SIC Sea Ice Cover
%sim > perc95obs percentage of simulated wet days

exceeding the observed 95th percentile
SLP Sea Level Pressure
SON September, October, November
SST Sea Surface Temperature
VGAM Vector Generalised Additive Model
VGLM Vector Generalised Linear Model
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